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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis, the surface wave propagation along a periodically perforated 

conducting ground plane with dielectric coating has been studied for frequencies 

low enough for the ground plane to be approximated accurately by two bonded 

wire arrays. The field components have been obtained by using the 2—directed 

electric and magnetic Hertz potentials which greatly simplify the application of the 

boundary conditions at the interfaces. The application of the appropriate boundary 

conditions on both sides of the plane of the wire mesh has resulted in a doubly 

infinite system of equations which, when truncated, can be solved for the wire 

currents and the propagation characteristics of the surface wave supported by the 

perforated ground plane. The plane is then modeled by a tensor impedance matrix 

relating the tangential components of the electric field to the components of the 

current density in the plane of the mesh. It has been shown that the surface wave 

propagation constant and the impedance matrix do not significantly depend on 

the direction of propagation for electrically small wire spacings. For such cases, it 

is shown that the components of the electric field can be directly related to the 

second order derivatives of the components of the current density flowing along the 

perforated ground plane. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The use of the multiple layers of interconnecting planes for signal distribu

tions in high-speed, high-density electronic packages has become a standard mech

anism in modern electronic systems as in VLSI and ULSI. These signal planes are 

commonly separated by ground planes for power distribution, system isolation and 

shielding purposes. To facilitate the signal distributions between the chip and the 

various signal planes as well as for cooling purposes, the power and ground planes 

axe not made of solid planes, rather they are perforated usually in a periodic fash

ion, resembling a square wire mesh, and thus they are referred to as "perforated" 

planes or "mesh" planes. Then, it becomes apparant that the interconnections are 

not of the standard microstrip or stripline type since the return path conductors 

are not solid anymore. 

A comparison between the propagating waves along the perforated ground 

plane and those waves on a solid conducting one yields several effects. In contrast 

to the solid conducting plane which may support fast surface waves, the perforated 

plane supports slow surface waves, thus, the propagation constant for the latter 

is always higher than that of the surface wave supported by the solid conducting 

ground plane or by the perforated ground plane when embedded in free space en

vironment. As it will turn out, this property of the slow wave is a measure of the 

degradation of the shielding effectivenness of the perforated ground plane. Hence, 

this change in the surface wave propagation characteristic needs to be studied in 

relation to the frequencies of interest which, typically, for state-of-the art digital 
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systems extend to 5 GHz. Another issue of interest is the effect of the coupling 

which may exist between the signal lines on either side of the perforated ground 

plane . The possibility of modeling the perforated ground plane with an equiv

alent transfer impedance becomes derivable, and will be analyzed be analyzed in 

the foregoing analysis. In order to gain some insight into the behavior of multiple 

interconnections we study the propagation characteristics of the rather simple perfo

rated ground plane structure which permits the understanding of such complicated 

devices. 

For the problem of scattering by wire grids, most investigators have used 

either the method of the averaged boundary conditions or Floquet's theory to study 

the reflecting and transmitting properties of wire grids. The approch adopted in 

this analysis is an extension of that used by Wait (1973), which is based on Floquet's 

theory and the thin wire approximations. 

The first quantitative study for the reflecting and transmitting properties 

of wire grids was made by Lamb in (1898) who considered a normally incident 

plane wave on the grid situated in free space. He showed that, for small wire 

diameters, these properties could be changed by varying the spacing between the 

wires. In (1914), Ignatowsky made a very exhaustive analysis of the scattering 

of an incident plane wave by single metallic grids. A very illuminating treatment 

has been made by MacFarlane in (1946) who indicated that a single grid can be 

represented by an impedance shunted across an infinite transmission line whose 

characteristic impedance becomes proportional to the intrinsic impedance of the 

surrounding infinite medium. 

The single planar array of parallel wires has also been considered for a va

riety of assumed conditions. For the free space case, some work was carried by 
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Gans (1920), Wessel (1939), Kaplun et al (1964) and Wait (1954-1974). For various 

half-space environments, Wait has investigated the electromagnetic scattering prop

erties of both square and rectangular wire meshes and their relevance to reflecting 

ground planes for antennas applications. Earlier work was done by Kontorovich and 

his colleagues as well as other investigators (1961-1964, 1968) for square meshes, 

and Astrakhan (1962, 1964) for rectangular meshes. They employed an ingenious 

technique based on averaging the fields over one cell of the mesh before applying 

the boundary conditions. As such, their results are restricted to relatively small 

spacings of the wire grids in terms of the wavelength and are only valid when the 

wires are embedded in free space environment. Dudley and Quintez (1974) have 

investigated the transmission of a transient plane wave through a grating of circular 

cylinders and the time domain response of a single parallel wire grid. Christodoulou 

and Kwan (1988) have done a more general numerical problem involving the scatter

ing parameters from stacked gratings embedded in free space environment. Otteni 

(1973) has also considered the solution for the reflection coefficient of an incident 

plane wave from a planar square array. However, his solution, as Wait pointed out 

(1976), does not account for all possible modes that can be scattered from the par

allel wire array. Casey (1976) has found low frequency approximate expressions for 

the surface impedance of a wire mesh embedded in a composite laminate pannel. 

Finally, Wait's extension of the problem to include the reflecting and transmitting 

properties of the wire grid situated above a lossy earth has been the most rigorous 

work ever done on wire mesh screens. 
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The geometry of interest is the layered structure shown in Fig.(l-l), where 

we define three regions 

Region (1), (ei,//i,<7i), z > 0 

Region (2), (e2,//2,C2), — d < z < 0 

Region (3), (c3, A*3, C3), z <-d 

The top region is characterized by (e\,fj,i,cr\). The bottom region is char

acterized by (e3, //3, (73), where the slab region is a dielectric medium of thickness 

h and characterized by (e2, °"2)- On the interface between regions (2) and (3) a 

perforated grid is present. The grid is shown in Fig.(l-2). This perforated grid is 

composed of metallic plates assumed of very small thickness and situated periodi

cally in both the x- and y-directions. 

For our mathematical solution of the problem, we model the perforated grid 

by two planar parallel wire arrays of infinite extent where the spacings between the 

x- and y-directed wires are those of the empty subregions separating the metallic 

plates. The junctions of the mesh wires are assumed to be bonded and have perfect 

contacts. Otherwise, a special capacitive impedance can be defined at these junc

tions. The wires can possess any conductivity which corresponds to the conductivity 

of the perforated ground. Also these wires are situated in the same periodic manner 

as the plates. The radius of these wires c is assumed to be small as compared to 

both spacings of the wires and the wavelength at the operating frequency. Thus, 

only axial currents on the wires are significantly excited. This simplifies the expres

sions of the fields tremendously. In conclusion, the perforated grid is modeled by 

the bonded wire mesh as shown in Fig.(l-3) and the overall geometry has a cross 

section view as shown in Fig.(l-4). 
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medium (1) 

Dielectric Substrate medium (2) 

Perforated Grid 

medium (3) 

Figure 1-1 Geometry of the layered structure where the perforated ground 
plane is embedded in the lower interface. 



Figure 1-2 The perforated plane geometry where the spacings between the 
x—directed strips is b while that between the y—directed strips is a. 
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Figure 1-3 Equivalent bonded wire mesh geometry for modeling the perforated 
ground plane, the spacings a and b correspond to those of the empty plates as shown 
in Fig.(l-2). 
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z= 0-

(e 2 ^2, cr2) 

z= -d 
Wire Mesh 

( C 3 » M 3 » 0 ^  

Figure 1-4 Cross section geometry for the bonded wire mesh embedded in the 
interface of the lower half space at a distance z — —d below the xy plane. 
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Instead of trying to solve for the fields corresponding to the structure of 

Fig.(1-4), we will assume that the wire grid mesh is still situated in region (2), but 

elevated a distance (d—h) above the lower interface. This will simplify the analysis, 

and, once we solve for these fields, we let this distance (d — h) to vanish and find 

the limit of the resulting expressions as this zero separating thickness is reached. 

Thus, the overall equivalent model is as shown in Fig.(l-5). Using this structural 

model, we will find the fields in all three regions, and eventually solve for two major 

unknowns; the surface wave propagation constant and the effective sheet impedance 

matrix for the perforated grid. 

Following Wait (1973), our mathematical formulation starts with the general 

solution for the plane wave scattering by the crossed wire grid with no restriction 

on polarization, incidence angle, number of layers, wire conductivity and for an 

arbitrary separation between the two grids. This is presented in Chapter 2 where 

we find the ultimate relations between the Hertz vector potentials and the corre

sponding scattered fields. A spectral domain solution for the fields of an infinite 

wire embedded in free space is found, and the auxilliary properties of the thin wire 

equations and some characteristics of the wire mesh are discussed. 

We consider the bonded wire mesh in the third chapter, and we find the 

scattered field representations in terms of the Hertz potentials in all three media. 

To uniquely represent these fields, the necessary boundary conditions both at the 

interfaces and in the plane of the mesh are applied. The resulting expressions are 

rearranged to form the expressions for the mode equation and the induced currents 

on the wires. 

In Chapter 4, we show the effects of the thin wire approximations on the 

convergence of the resulting system of equations obtained by the applications of 
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(1) 

(82, |J2,02) (2) 

-#*y 

wire mesh 

(S3, m,c3) (3) 

Figure 1-5 Cross section geometry for the bonded wire mesh embedded in the 
slab region at a distance z = —h below the xy plane. 
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the boundary conditions. We then modify the wire currents to account for the 

discontinuity of the currents at the junctions of the wires. A coupling coefficient 

is introduced along with this modification, resulting from the application of charge 

continuity in the sampling interval, and the mode equation is reformulated again in 

its most convergent form. 

In Chapter 5, the surface wave propagation constant is calculated numer

ically, and the physical significance of the results is discussed. Then, the doubly 

infinite set of equations for the induced currents on the wires is solved numerically, 

and the significance of the zeroth order currents is discussed. Next, the effective 

sheet impedance matrix is obtained and the characteristics of this impedance are 

discussed. 

In the concluding sixth chapter, an approximate analytical solution for the 

effective sheet impedance matrix is obtained to expedite the numerical computation 

for certain parametric values of the dimensions of the wire spacings and layer thick

ness. A direct relation between the electric field components and the components 

of the current density vector is proposed in the low frequency limit. Finally, some 

generalizations to additional geometric parameters, and special recommendations 

for future work are made. 
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CHAPTER 2 

HERTZ POTENTIALS AND THIN WIRE EQUATIONS 

2.1 The Hertz Potentials 

For certain geometries, Maxwell's equations do not lend themselves to a 

direct straightforword applicable solutions. Thus, it is more convenient to introduce 

some auxilliary vector potential functions to aid the mathematical analysis. For the 

e,wt time dependance, Maxwell's equations in their differential form in an isotropic, 

homogenous media have the form 

V X E = - iujfiH - M (2.1) 

Vx5 =(<r + iue)E + J (2-2) 

V • (E) =^- (2.3) 

V • ( H )  =— (2.4) 
fx 

where E is the electric field intensity vector (V/m), H is the magnetic field 

intensity vector (A/m) and ge, and gm are the electric and magnetic volume charge 

densities, respectively. The electric and magnetic properties of the media e, \i and 

a are the permittivity, permeability and conductivity, respectively. 

From (2.1) it is apparant that if the medium does not contain magnetic 

current sources (M = 0) then the right hand side of (2.4) vanishes. This enables us 
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H = (a + iwe)V x II 
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(2.5) 

The vector potential II is the electric Hertz vector. Substituting (2.5) for H in (2.2) 

and (2.1) yields 

—* 

£ = V x V x ri J— (2.6) 
a +  iue  

and 

V x ( £  +  iu} f i (a  + iu>e)f i  = 0 (2-7) 

Since the curl of a gradient always vanishes then (2.7) can be written as 

E +  iujf j , (cr  + ?u>e)II = —V<&° (2-8) 

where is an arbitrary scalar function. Substituting the expression for E from 

(2.6) into (2.8) yields 

V x V x I I  \ -  iu / j , (a  -f iu>e)  n = —V$a (2.9) 
<7 -f-

Expanding the above equation and rearranging some terms we obtain 

V(V • n + $°) - V2ri + iufx(a + iwe)n = —J-r- (2.10) 
<y + lue 

To make II a unique vector we need to specify its divergence. This is done by the 

Lorentz Gauge condition which amounts to setting V • fl + <3>a to vanish everywhere 

in space. This choice leads to a simplified form of (2.10) 

—• 

V2n — iu)fi((X + zu>e)n = r—r (2.11) 
(cr  +  tu>e)  
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The above equation when solved, yields a unique value for the electric vector po

tential since both its curl and its divergence are now uniquely defined. 

Likewise, for a homogenous isotropic medium that contains no electric cur

rent sources («7 = 0), we obtain from (2.3) 

E = —iujf iV x II* (2.12) 

• —* 

where II* is the magnetic Hertz potential. Substituting the above expression for E 

in (2.1) and (2.2), we obtain 

V x (H + + «u;e)n*) = 0 (2.13) 

which also yields 

H =  —iwfi (cr  + iu>e)lf* — (2-14) 

where is some arbitrary scalar function, and 

—iwfiV x V x n* + i t j f iH = —M (2.15) 

Substituting the expression for H from (2.14) into (2.15) we obtain 

__ — _z* r M 
V x V x II* + iuu(cr  +  iue)IL* + V#' = -— (2.16) 

liVfJ, 

Setting V • II* + & = 0 and rearranging we obtain 

V2lf* — + zu;e)n* = -r— (2-17) 
tujy. 

Finally, for a linear system and a general medium that contains both electric and 

magnetic sources, the total field can be obtained as a superposition of the partial 
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fields corresponding to each potential. Thus, general expressions for the electro

magnetic fields axe 

E =V(V • II) + iw/x((T + — iw/xV x f[* (2.18) 

H =V(V • II*) + iu>n(cr  + iu>e)]I* + (a + iwe)V x n* (2.19) 

«• 

where II and II* satisfy the equations 

v2ri + Jfc2n = — (2.20) 
a + iu>€ 

v2n+ + fc2n+ = (2.2i) 
lUfl 

In the above expressions, k is the complex wavenumber of the medium of interest 

defined by 

k =  —i^/ iu>n(a  +  iue)  

The components of the Hertz vector potentials can be arbitrary chosen, pro

vided that the boundary conditions of the problem of interest are all satisfied. Ac

tually several investigators have used various combinations of all three components 

for these Hertz potentials. For our purposes, we will pick the ones which simplify 

the mathematical efforts as much as possible. We choose the 2 — directed Hertz 

potentials for the following reason. This enables us to decouple the fields into two 

sets of modes; transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) with respect 

to the z—axis. These TE and TM fields independently satisfy all the boundary 

conditions at the planar dielectric interfaces. Thus, the coefficients in the general 
•4 "4 

expressions for n and n* in each dielectric layer can be obtained separatly for each 

case. The only coupling between the TE and TM fields occurs at the source posi

tion. We mention that the fields generated by x— and y—directed potentials do not 
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have this characteristic and the procedure for obtaining the coefficients in the gen-

eral expressions for II and II* in the various layers becomes extremely complicated 

when dealing with more than one dielectric interface. 

Setting n = nz(x,jj , z ) z ,  and II* = II* Z (x ,y , z )z ,  then (2.18) and (2.19) 

yield 

E x (x ,y , z  

E y (x ,y , z  

E z (x ,y , z  

H x (x ,y , z  

H y (x ,y , z  

H z (x ,y , z  

&Tl z (x ,y , z )  d l l* z (x ,y , z )  

dxdz  dy  

d 2 I l z (x ,y , z )  .  d l l* z (x ,y , z )  
— _l_ iuju-

dx dydz  

82 

=(-^ + k2)^(x,y,z) 

d 2 I i*  z (x ,  y, z )  dnz (x ,y , z )  

• — & & — + + , W € ) — d i —  

d 2 I l* z (x ,y ,  z )  ,  , .  s dl l z (x ,y , z )  
— — t IL0€.)~ 

dydz  

=(J^ + fc2)n%(x,y,z) 

dx 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

The z component of the electric field corresponds to the transverse mag

netic modes (TM), while the z component of the magnetic field denotes the trans

verse electric modes (TM). The governing partial differential equations for the 

z — directed Hertz potentials are given by equations (2.20) and (2.21). For these 

components, these equations yield 

(V2 + k 2 )U z (x , y, z )  =0 (2.28) 

(V2 + k 2 )H* z (x ,y , z )  =0 (2.29) 
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2.2 Spectral Domain Fields 

To find the electromagnetic fields in any region in space, we need to obtain 

a unique representation for the potentials Hz and II*. Enforcing all the appropriate 

boundary conditions we can greatly simplify the process of solving the two partial 

differential equations (2.28), (2.29) by Fourier-transforming out the x and y depen

dence of the potentials. This is appropriate for our purposes since the geometries 

of interest are uniform and homogenous along x and y with material interfaces oc-

curing only along the 2 direction. This process reduces these partial differential 

equations to ordinary differential equations in the z variable only. This transfor

mation is commonly referred to as the spectral domain technique. The Fourier 

transform pair is defined by 

/OO poo 
/ g{\^,z)eiXxeipyd\d^ (2.30) 

•OO J—oo 

S(X'P<z)=-fiTv / f(^y,z)e-a'e-i>)'dxdy (2.31) 
(2n) £  J—oo J_ 0 o 

Applying the above transform to the equations of the special domain fields 

as given by (2.22) through (2.27) we obtain 

E x (A, /?, z )  +  A, /? ,  z )  (2.32) 
dz  

(2.33) 

E,(  A, P,  z )  +  k 2 )U(  A, 0,  z )  (2.34) 

H4 A, f ) ,  z )  +  i f ) („  +  i u e )V(  A, 13,  z )  (2.35) 
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H y { \  P,  z )  _  i \ ( t j + io;e)^(A, (3 ,  z )  (2.36) 
az  

H z ( \ ,  P ,  ' )=( •£!  +  * 2 )V(K P,  z )  (2.37) 

U(A, /?,2) and V"(A, /?, z) are the Fourier transforms of the Hertz potentials II2(x, y, z) 

and II*z(x,y, z) respectively 

1 t °°  f°°  
V(KP,*)=-f iTa /  I l , (x ,y , z )e - ' x ' e -^'dxdy  (2.38) 

(2tt)/ y_oo J -oo 

1 /»oo /»oo 
/ n*,(I,y,2)e-"«e-i'»dEd» (2.39) 

(27tf y_oo J-oo 

Fourier transforming (2.28) and (2.29) we obtain the following ordinary differential 

equations 

(^-72W,/3,z)=° (2.40) 

(|j-72m/3,*)=0 (2.41) 

where 

7 = y /X 2  + f3 2  — k 2  

k =  —i\ / iufx(a  +  iuie  

To satisfy the radiation condition at infinity, we choose the real part of 7 to be 

non-negative and its imaginary part as non-positive. 
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2.3 Method of Solution 

Our ultimate goal is to solve the eigenvalue problem for the surface waves 

that can propagate on the coated wire grid. Following Wait and Hill (1975) we will 

first formulate the proplem of plane wave scattering by the geometry of interest. The 

special case of the eigenvalue proplem is then obtained from the general formulation 

of the scattering problem by setting the incident field to zero. 

With reference to Figure (2-1) we consider a uniform plane wave originating 

in the upper medium and propagating in the direction opposite to the spherical 

radial vector. In a cartesian coordinate system the incident field is given by 

E i n c (x ,  y ,  z )  =  E 0 e i k x X + i k « y + i k ' z  (2.42) 

E q is the incident electric field evaluated at the origin and is independent of position. 

The spatial variation vector k is the wave vector. In the cartesian coordinate system 

the wave vector is written as 

k =  k x x +  k y y  +  k z z  

In this analysis, we take this wave vector to coincide with the spherical radius vector 

but in the opposite direction yielding 

k x  = ksin9cos<f> 

k y  = ksinds in<j)  

k z  = kcosQ 

Where k is the real wavenumber (= ^L), Ao is the wavelength at the oper

ating frequency. The zenith angle 8 is measured from the positive z-axis and the 

azimuthal angle <j) is measured from the positive x-axis. 
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In the remaining of this chapter, we develope the basic building blocks 

for the solution of the scattering proplem. First, we solve for the fields due to a 

single wire immersed in free space. Then we discuss how the solution procedure is 

modified in order to account for an infinite number of parallel wires in the xy plane 

and eventually for a bonded wire rectangular mesh. The solution for the latter is 

then carried out in the next chapter. 

2.4 Scattering From A Single Wire 

The wave scattering from a single thin wire immersed in an infinite homoge

nous space will now be given. The geometry of the problem is depicted in Fig. (2-1). 

The infinite wire of radius c is assumed to be perfectly conducting and located at 

y = nb parallel to the x-axis. The surrounding medium is characterized by (e, //, a) . 

We are interested in finding the scattered fields from this wire due to the previously 

mentioned incident plane wave. The mathematical formulation and solution of the 

problem provides a brief overview of the analytical properties for the scattering by 

thin wires for the ensuing chapters. The wire radius c is considered to be small as 

compared to the wavelength. For this thiness of the wire we can propose that only 

the axial current will flow along the wire, and this is the only significant current 

component induced on the wire by the illuminating plane wave. The scattered field 

due to the circumferential currents if excited on the wire can be obtained from an 

equivalent magnetic surface current directed along the wire axis. However under 

the above assumption, the contribution from this magnetic current is very small as 

compared to the axial one and therefore can be neglected. 
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z 

X 

Figure 2-1 Plane wave scattering by a thin wire of radius c  immersed in a 
homogeneous  free  space  medium character ized  by  (e , f i ,<r ) .  
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—c 

Figure 2-2 Thin wire of radius c immersed in a homogeneous free space medium. 
The wire is located at a distance y = rib parallel to the x—axis in the. xy plane and 
characterized by (e w ,  ̂ w,  cr w ) .  
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Like the incident plane wave variation, the x-dependence of the current on 

the wire can be assumed to be exponential as Ioe'^x where Iq is the current amplitude 

and £ is a phase term to be determined. The scattered field due to this current will 

be computed from the Hertz potentials which satisfy the Helmholtz equations as 

given by equations (2.40), (2.41). 

We propose a fictitious interface at the plane z  — 0 and we solve for the 

Hertz potentials in each region. The solutions to equations (2.40) and (2.41) take 

the forms 

In region (1), z  > 0 

U(\J ,z )  =  A(\ , (3)e~i*  (2.43) 

V(\ , /3 , z )  =  B( \ , t3)e-"  (2.44) 

In region (2), z  < 0 

U(\ ,P , z )  =  C( \ ,0 )e"  (2.45) 

V(\ ,P ,z )  =  D( \ jy z  (2.46) 

The four constant coefficients A(A,/?), C(\ , /3) ,  and D(\ , /3)  are as yet 

unknowns to be determined from the application of the boundary conditions at 

the interface. One of these conditions requires that the tangential components of 

the electric field should be continuous across the interface. This continuity will be 

realized if and V are continuous across the interface. This then leads to the 

equations 

A(\ ,P)=-C( \ ,P)  (2.47) 

B(X,P)  =D(\ , /3)  (2.48) 
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The other boundary conditions are that the x component of the magnetic field 

vector should be continuous across the interface which leads to 

iXdV(\,/3,0+) + + ^ o+) = -A^(y>0 ) + ̂  + ^ o") 
CIZ uz 

where 0+ and 0~ denote the regions just above and below the surface of the wire, 

respectively. Substituting the expressions for V and U in the above equation leads 

to 

— i X ^ B ( X ,  f $ )  +  i ( o  +  i u >e) j3A(X ,  j3 )  =  i X y B ( X ,  (3)  — i{a + iu>e) /3A(X, /3 )  

Solving the above equations for B(X,ft) in terms of A(A, (3) we get 

A(A, /?) (2.49) 

Finally the discontinuity in the y component of the magnetic field vector is compon-

sated by the x component of the surface current flowing on the wire. The Fourier 

transform of this surface current is obtained as follows 
1 /*oo roo 

^(A,^)=7—2 /  /  J s x (x ,y )e~'* x e~*P y dxdy  
(27r) J_0q J_0q 

1 />oo poo 
=7^2 /  /  J o*(#  -  nb)e- i x ' e -^S'dxdy  

J—oo J—oo 

- 0e-'"n' (2.50) 
z7t 

Thus, 

J„(A, 0) = Hy(\, ft 0") - Hy(\ ft 0+) 

Substituting the expressions for H y  from equation (2.36) in the above equation we 

obtain 

Jsx(X ,l3) = 2i /3yB(X , f 3 )  + 2i (a  +  iwe)XA(X,  (3) 
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Substituting the expression for B( A,/3) in terms of A(\ , j3)  and solving for A(\ , (3)  

we obtain 

4^ + ,w)(a>+^<a - ̂  W 

The expressions for the Hertz potentials become now, 

In region (1), 2 > 0 

U(\ ,p , z )=A( \ , /3)e- ' ' z  (2.52) 

V(\ ,0 , z )  = 0 { a  + , u e )  A(\ ,  0 )e -"  (2.53) 
A7 

In region (2), z  < 0 

U(\ ,p , z )  =  -A( \ ,p)e l i z  (2.54) 

V(A, 0, z )  +  A( \ ,  W (2.55) 

To determine Jo, we need to apply one more boundary condition at the surface of 

the wire. This boundary condition states that the total x component of the electric 

field vector should vanish at the surface of the wire. For simplicity, we apply this 

boundary condition at y = nb, z — c. This boundary condition is then 

E t ° t a \ :c, y  =  nb,  z  — c)  =  E % * c (x ,  y  =  nb,  z  =  c)  +  E x {x ,  y  =  nb,  z  = c) = 0 (2.56) 

From (2.32), with the expressions given in (2.52), (2.53) we have 

2) = (2.57) 
47t^(7 -f- IU)€) 

Performing the inverse Fourier-transform we obtain 
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/

oo />00 
/  E x( \J ,z)e i X xe i / 3 yd\dp 

•oo J—OO 

/

oo ,00 r 

/ , / ° • n(&2 - - Oe-^e-i'e^jfodXdp 
.00/_00 47r(<t + jw£)v w 

In o o •* r50 e~tz e*P(y~nb} 
~  •  . t ' - f V /  f — 5  ( 2 - 5 8 )  

47r(cr + ewe) J_oo 7 

The above integral in (2.58) is just a representation of the zero-order modified Bessel 

function of the second kind 

1 z*00 e~fzp iP(v-nh) 
Ko{k'Pyz) = - / dp 

J - 00 7 

where 

7 = \/£2 + fP  — Jc 2  

k'  =  y /k 2  -  & 

Pyz = yj(y  ~ nb)2  + z2  

Therfore equation (2.58) takes the following form 

M*,V,z) = K«( k'fl'V'" (2-59) 

Fbr the application of the boundary condition in the case of the thin wire radius, 

we take the small argument approximation for the Bessel function (pyz = c) 

Ko(k'c)  «  —(ln(k'c)  +  C — ln2)  
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where C is the Euler's constant (0. 5772. . .). With the above approximation and 

substituting the expressions for Ex and El"c into equation (2.56) we obtain 

Eoxe i k x x e i k y n b e i k z c  + J f  e ' ! '  Mn(k'c)  +  C-  ln2)  =  0 (2.60) 
27r(«7 + iue) 

The boundary condition equation (2.60) is satisfied for all the values of x only if 

£ = kx. The current amplitude Jo is then found to be 

Jo = -E0x 2 
2^a + lU}e) eikynbeik lC (2.61) 

k , 2 ( ln(k 'c)  +  C -  ln2)  V  '  

Therefore the current on the wire takes the following form 

I (x)  =  l ' Q e i k « n b e i k x X  (2.62) 

where I*o is a constant. Thus, it has been shown that for the wire placed at a 

distance nb fi;om the origin the induced axial current will have a phase shift by 

the amount ky — nb and the x dependence of this current is that prescribed by the 

plane wave. This observation can be generalized for any infinite thin wire placed 

anywhere in a homogeneous medium in the presence of an incident plane wave . We 

will make use of this observation when we calculate the scattered fields due to an 

infinite number of wires. 
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2.5 Characteristics of the Wire Mesh 

We extend the previous analysis to find the expressions for the Hertz vector 

potentials for the case of a wire mesh embedded in the layered medium of Figure 

(1-5). An array of .r-directed infinite thin wires with spacing b between their centers 

is located in the xy plane. A similar second array of y-directed wires with spacing 

a between centers is located in the same plane. At the junctions of these wires, we 

assume perfect electric contacts. The wire radius c is the same for all wires and 

assumed small compared with both spacings and the free space wavelength. Conse

quently, the grid wires carry only axial currents and, to a very good approximation, 

these currents are azimuthally symmetric about the wire axes. The impedances per 

unit length of the wires are identical and are denoted by Zw. The incident uniform 

plane wave has an arbitrary direction and polarization as given in equation (2.30). 

The objective now is to deduce the fields scattered by the perpendicular 

grid wires in the presence of the layered medium. As mentioned in the previous 

section, the fields will be found in terms of the z-directed Hertz potentials. For this 

geometry, these scattered fields should satisfy the radiation condition at infinity, 

the appropriate boundary conditions at the surfaces of the wires and at the media 

interfaces. These boundary conditions provide the set of equations that need to 

be solved for determining the currents flowing on the wires. In the following we 

exploit the periodicity of the wire mesh in both x and y to obtain the functional 

dependence of the induced currents on x and y. Indeed, from Figure (1-3) we 

observe that the y—directed wires are placed periodically with a period a and the 

x— directed wires with a period b. This periodicity assures the periodic nature of 

the current distributions in the x— and the y—directions. Therefore the x and y 

dependence of the currents induced on the wires is made of two parts. The first 
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is as specified by the incident wave which is represented by e , k x X + i k y V .  The second 

is specified by the periodicity of the geometry and can be obtained by utilizing 

Floquet's theorem (Collin, 1960). We separately consider the x— and y—directed 

currents on the x— and the y—directed wires. For the a:—directed wires, currents are 

only flowing in the x direction by the thin wire approximation. Thus, the current 

on the nth wire can be expanded in a Fourier-series form as 

oo 
I x n (x)  =  e i h » n b  £ a me i k * m X  (2.63) 

m=—oo 

where 

k x  = ksindcos t j )  

k y  = ksin9s in<f> 

. 2ir m 
kxm — "-x ~i 

a 

This form for the x—directed current on the x— directed n t h  wire assures the right 

x and y dependency of the excitation field and the periodicity of the geometry. We 

also note that this form accounts for the coupling from all the y—directed wires. 

Similarly for the y— directed current on the mth y—directed wire, the form for the 

induced current on this wire can be expanded in a similar Fourier-series form to 

yield 

00 

wv)=e*"" e i,»e"w (2'64> 
n=—oo 

where 

k x  = ksinOcos<f> 
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k y  = ksin0s in<j> 

27r  n  
Kyn — Ky H — 

In equations (2.63) and (2.64) the coefficients a m  and b n  are the various harmonics 

of the currents which are as yet unknowns to be determined. These forms for the 

currents will aid in the mathematical formulation for the Hertz potentials due to 

the doubly infinite wire arrays. More specifically, the periodicity in the current 

expressions will be built in the expressions for the Hertz potentials. The mathe

matical formulation of the problem of plane wave scattering by the wire mesh and 

its solution using Hertz potentials is considered in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SCATTERING BY THE BONDED WIRE MESH 

In this chapter we find the general expressions of the scattered fields due 

to the wire currents induced by a plane wave incident on the rectangular bonded 

wire mesh discussed at the end of the previous chapter. We recall that the period

icity of the structure lead us naturally to the postulation of these induced currents 

in terms of general Fourier series using the results from Floquet's theory. Thus, 

the unknowns to be determined are the coefficients am and bn in the expressions 

of these fourier series. The expressions of the z—directed Hertz potentials can be 

obtained as superpositions of the expressions for the single wire case given in equa

tions (2.52-2.55). For the doubly infinite wire mesh, however, we need to account 

for the periodicity of the fields as depicted in the Fourier expressions for the induced 

currents. Taking a hint from the previous chapter, the tangential components of the 

wave vector k have to be continuous across the interfaces. Thus, this continuity of 

the tangential components (kx, ky ) of the wave vector will be built in the expressions 

for the Hertz vector potentials. 

3.1 Spatial Domain Field Representation 

In this section, we find the general forms for the expressions of the scattered 

Hertz potentials due to the induced currents in the wire mesh situated at z = —h. 

The geometry to be studied is shown in Fig.(l-5). To recover the case of the 

perforated grid we will let the distance d to approch that of z + c so that the wire 

mesh is placed on the top of the interface of the lower half-space. For this structure 
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the scattered field is expressed in terms of infinite sets of T M  and T E  modes with 

respect to the screen normal (z—axis). The periodic nature of the grid requires 

wave funct ions  which according to  Floquet 's  theorem are periodic  in  both the x— 

and y—directions and this periodicity is evident in the periodic expressions for the 

currents as given by equations (2.63, 2.64). Therefore, like the currents, the electric 

and magnetic Hertz potentials will be expressed through a double Fourier-series in 

the x and y directions while the z dependence is a combination of these two since 

these potentials have to satisfy the Helmholtz equations. Thus, these potentials 

take the following forms 

A(x,y , z )  =n(x ,y , z ) i  

f l * ( x , y ,z)  =W(x,y ,  2 ) 2  (3.2) 

(3.1) 

00 00 

jkxmX+ikynV (3.3) 

00 00 

tikxmX+ikyny (3.4) 

where 

2irm 
(3.5) 'xm — fcx 

a 

(3.6) 

k x  = k\s in9cos( f>  (3.7) 

k y  = k\  s in6s in<t> (3.8) 

(3.9) 
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and the above equations for II, and II* should satisfy the Helmholtz equations in 

every region in space. Thus, we have the two more equations 

(~^2 ~~ lmn)^mn{z) =0 (3.10) 

(^2 — 7mn)n*mn(z) =0 (3-H) 

where 

7m« =y/k 2
x m  + k 2

y n -k]  j  = 1,2,3 (3.12) 

kj  =  — +  iuej )  j  = 1,2,3 (3.13) 

The index j  denotes the medium of interest, thus, j  = 1,2,3 denotes the 

upper-half space, the slab region and the lower-half space, respectively. We observe 

that when (m = n = 0) the x and y spatial variations (kxmikyn) reduce to those 

specified by the incident plane wave as given in equation (2.30). To facilitate the 

mathematical formulation, some of the physical facts about the radiation condition 

at infinity and the continuity of the tangential components of the electric field 

at the surface of the wire mesh will be incorporated in the expressions for the 

scattered fields. Thus, instead of writting different expresssions for the potentials 

on either side of the mesh, the appropriate continuity of the fields will be built in 

these expressions and therefore only one expression is considered. The scattered 

potentials take the following forms in each region 

For region (1), z > 0 

IIlTOn^) =A.fnn{kxi  ky)R\mn(kx •> ky^6 ^lmn^ (3.14) 

II lmn(z) —Bm n(JcXi  ky)Tlmn(kx, &y)c ^ l m n Z  (3.15) 
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The real part of 71 mn is chosen as non-negative to satisfy the radiation condition 

at infinity. The constant coefficients Amn and BMN are the coupling coefficients 

between the TE and TM modes. These coefficients arise from the fact that each set 

of modes is due to both the x— and the y—directed currents. Thus, these coefficients 

are linear combinations of the coefficients in the Fourier series representations of the 

currents on the wires, and they will be repeated as common factors in the expressions 

of the Hertz potentials in the other regions as well. The coefficients RIMN and T\MN 

are the transmission coefficients for the scattered potentials in the upper half-space. 

These coefficients are constant unknowns to be determined by the application of the 

appropriate boundary conditions at the interfaces. The above expressions for the 

potentials axe traveling waves in the plus z direction so that the radiation condition 

is satisfied by the non-negative choice of the real part of the propagation constant 

Tlmn in this direction. 

For region (2), —d <  z  < 0 we have 

ll2mn( z )  =AMN(k x ,k y )  [ T e~^ Z + h \  

+  R2mn(k x ,k y )eK™ z  + J^ m n (k x ,  k y )e -^"^ | (3.16) 

II 2mn(J:) 

+ + li )e~t!m"(*+,,)] (3-17) 

For consistency throughout the analysis the real part of 72mn is chosen as non-

negative. The minus and plus signs ocurring in the expression for the electric Hertz 

potential are to be used for the sides above and below the wire mesh, respectively. 

g-72mn|z+a| 
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This choice forces the tangential components of the electric field vector to be contin

uous on both sides across the wire mesh. This actually minimizes the computations 

instead of writting two different expressions for the electric Hertz potential above 

and below the plane of the mesh. The absolute value notation indicates that the 

source of these potentials is located at z — — h and accounts for the continuity of the 

electric field on both sides of the mesh along with the signs. This is represented 

by the self terms (leading terms) in the expressions of the electric and magnetic 

Hertz potentials. Actually these terms would be the only existing terms in the 

absence of all boundaries. The other terms represent the multiple reflections from 

the interfaces  at  z  =  0  and at  2  =  —d. The coeff ic ients  i?2mn,  -^2 m n  > ?2mn and T2 m n  

are unknowns to be determined by the application of the boundary conditions at 

the interfaces. 

For region (3), z  <  —d we write 

n3fnn(z) =-'4.mn(&x j &j/)-^3mn(&X5 ^j/)*^3""1 (3.18) 

n =Brnn(kx->ky)T$mn(kx,ky)e*3mn (3.19) 

where 

73mn = y/Wtn + kyn ~ H 

fc 3  = — iy / iu} f j , i ( (T3 +  iue  3) 

The above expresssions are traveling waves in the minus z  direction. To satisfy the 

radiation condition at negative infinity, the real part of the propagation constant 

73mn is chosen as non-negative. The constant coefficients i?3mn and T3mn are the 

transmission coefficients for the TM and TE modes respectively. These coefficients 
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are unknowns to be determined by the application of the boundary conditions at 

the interfaces. 

3.2 Application of the Boundary Conditions at the Dielectric Interfaces 

To uniquely represent the fields in each region in space, the coefficients 

ocurring in the previous expressions should be all uniquely determined. Since there 

axe no sources at the media interfaces however, the TE and TM fields are decoupled 

and the boundary conditions can be applied to each one of them independently 

from the other. At these interfaces, the tangential components of the electric and 

magnetic fields must be continuous. Inspecting equations (2.22-2.27) we observe 

that these components will be continuous provided that (a  +  iu>€)H m n ( z ) ,  

for the T M  fields and ^II*mn(z) and for the T E  fields are continuous at 

these interfaces. All arguments will be omitted in the following to simplify the 

notation. However, it is understood that all quantities are functions of (kx, ky). We 

consider first the TM fields. 

(<71 + iu je i )U \mn{z  = 0) =(<72 + iuJ€2)n2mn( z  -  0) (3.20) 

(<T2 + iwe2)n2mn(z = -d)  =(cr3 + iwe3)Il3mR(2: = -d)  (3.21) 

rflllmn( z  = 0) dJl2mn(,z — 0) 
dz  dz  

dH2mn(z = d) dUsmn^Z = c?) 
dz  dz  

When the expressions for the electric Hertz potential given in (3.14), (3.16) and 

(3.18) are inserted in the above equations, a straightforword algebraic manipulation 

leads to the following expressions for the four transmission and reflection coefficients. 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 
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R\mn — 

2°clmnOe2mn 

(«1 mn + <*2mn)D mn 

[(a3mr» - a4mn)e72mn(A"d) - (a3mn + a4rnn)e72mn(d-A)] 

-^2 mn — 
ft2mn almn 

(®1 mn "I" a2mn)D mn 

[(«4m» - a3mn)e^m"(/,-d) + (a3m„ + ̂ mn)e^d~h^ 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

where 

4 mn 
a3mn Q4mw ^72mnft ^ °2wn ~ <*lmn 

_l e 
almn T ®2mii 

iJ3fnn _2ft3mnft4mn ["e72mn^ + 
a2mw ~ Qlmn 

Dmn L ®lmn "I" a2mn -• 

72 mn 
almn = j 

yimn 

72 mn 
**3 mn = j 

73 mn 

«2mn = 

®4ran — 

<72 + «we2 

<ti 4- ewei 

<72 + ia;e2 
<73 + ia>e3 

Similarly, the boundary conditions for the T E  fields can be written as 

HiII lmn(^ = 0) =/i2n 2mn(z := 0) 

/^2 n 2mn (•£• = <^) =/^3 n 3mn(^ = <^) 

*lmn(^ — 0) <^n*2mn("S — 0) 

c?2 c?z 

• 2mn(^ = ^) dll 3mn(2 = <^) 

dz <iz 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

Dmn = («3mn + «4mn)e72m"d + («3mn - «4m»)^v^Le-72m"d (3.30) 
^lmn i <*2mn 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 
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When the expressions for the magnetic Hertz potential are inserted in the above 

equations a straightforword algebra manipulation results in the following expres

sions for the four reflection and transmission coefficients 

Timn 

1*2 mn 

D'mn • ®3mn ®7mn 

ai mn + a6 mn 

(almn "1" f t6mn)-Omn 

1 ®lmn ®6mTi 

almn cT>mn(h-d) 
almn "I" a6mn 

D' •'-'mn 

T%mn — 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

, - 1 (3-37) 
"i" a6mn -i 

2°c3mnO£7mn 

e-r2mn(h-d) + <*3mn + <*7mn cnmn(d-h) 

®3mn a7mn 

_j_ e~l2mnh\ 

(.OtZmn ~ a7mn)D'm 
«lm» ~ + el2mnh\ (3.38) 

H~ ®6mn J 

where aiton — at4mn axe given in (3.28) and (3.29). 

®6mn — j a7mn = (3.39) 
VI m3 

_ Q3mn + Otlmn &l2mnd _ <*lmn ~ <*6mn _-t7mrld (3.40) 
®3mn a7mn almn "f" a6mn 

The above expressions have been obtained from solving two separate systems 

of four equations each. These two systems corresponded to the TM and TE modes 

respectively. It is to be noted that this separation of the two systems is what makes 

the use of the z—directed Hertz potentials which is preferable when dealing with 

solutions of Maxwell's equations in multilayered media. This would not be the case 

for the x— and y—directed Hertz potentials as has been used by Hill and Wait 

(1973). 
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3.3 Application of the Boundary Conditions at the Wire Mesh 

To determine the wire currents Amn and Bmn we apply the appropriate 

boundary conditions in the plane of the wire mesh. First, the tangential components 

of the electric field should be continuous across the wire mesh. This condition is 

a result of the non-existing magnetic currents in the plane of the wire mesh. This 

continuity has already been implemented in the construction of the Hertz potentials. 

Secondly, the tangential components of the magnetic field should be discontinuous 

by the amount of the electric surface current density flowing in the plane of the 

mesh. The last boundary condition to be applied is Ohm's law which, in this case, 

states that the x component of the total electric field should be equal to the current 

on the a;—directed wire multiplied by the internal impedance of the wire. Similarly, 

the y component of the total electric field should be matched to the current on the 

y—directed wire multiplied by the internal impedance of the y—directed wire. This 

process should be applied to all the x— and y—directed wires separatly. 

3.3.1 The Discontinuity of the Tangential Magnetic Field 

The x components of the magnetic field vector just above and below the wire 

mesh should be discontinuous by the amount of the negative y component of the 

electric surface current density vector flowing in the plane of the mesh. Similarly, 

the y component of this magnetic field vector just above and below the plane of 

the mesh should be discontinuous by the amount of the x component of the electric 

current density vector. Thus, applying these boundary-conditions yields 

Hy2mn{z = —h ) — Hy2mn(z — ~ — J sxmn (3.40) 

Hx2mn(z = Hx2mn(z — —h ) == Jsymn (3.41) 
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In order to proceed any further with the above boundary conditions we need to 

obtain the coefficients JSXmn and Jaymn in the expressions of the components of 

the current density vector. Prom the expressions of the currents given in equations 

(2.63, 2.64) we can write the expressions for the components of the current density 

as 

oo 

Jsxn( x , y ) =  a m e , k x m X + l k " y S ( y  -  n b )  (3.42) 
m=—oo 

oo 

Jsym(xi y)= 6»e'* y„!l+ik,*S(x _ mo) (3.43) 
n=—oo 

Expanding the surface currents on each wire in a Fourier-seris forms we obtain 

00 00 

J .zn( x , v ) =  Y ,  E (3.44) 
b m=—oo n=—oo 

0° oo , 

j„m(x,y)= Y, E (3.45) 
m=—oo n=—oo 

From the above two representations we can see that the modal components of the 

surface currents are 

Jsxmn = Jsymn = ~ (3.46) 
0 CL 

Application of equation (3.40) with the above modal component for the x component 

of the surface current yields 

dm 

BrrtJi — 2i(<7*j -f- (3.47) 
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Similarly, application of equation (3. 41) with the above modal component for the 

y component of the current density yields 

= 2ikzm /y2mnBmn 2i*(or2 + iw£2)kynAmn (3.48) 
ct 

Solving equations (3.47) and (3.48) for Amn and Bmn in terms of am and bn we get 

the following two equations 

Amn — Aamnam -f- Abmn^n (3.49) 

Bmn == £amnam £&mn^n (3.50) 

Where 

Aamn = (3.51) 
b-l^Xmn 

A bmn = (3.52) 
^"amn 

tamn = (3-53) 
bdir 

(bmn = -^L (3.54) 

D\mn = 2i(a2 + ioje2)(klm + &£„) (3.55) 

= 2il2mn(kxm + &yn) (3.56) 

As can be seen from equations (3.39-3.46), the TM and TE amplitude coefficients 

Amn and Bmn are linear combinations of the currents flowing on the wires. These 

modes couple at the wires (sources) and decouple everywhere else. Thus separating 

these modes from each other at the plane of the mesh is not possible. 
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3.3.2 Impedance Boundary Condition on the Surfaces of the Wires 

Since the field around each wire is uniform for axially directed currents flow

ing along wires of small radii, the application of the impedance boundary condition 

at the surfaces of the wires is possible. This technique is commonly reffered to as 

Ohm's law, Mittra and Ko (1975). The total axial-directed electric field at each wire 

is the product of the axial current flowing in the wire and the internal impedance 

of that wire. This internal impedance for metallic wires with electric and magnetic 

properties (ew,/j,w,aw) is given by Schelckunoff (1943) and Wait (1986) as 

r j  * ? iuJo( Tu> C )  / o  e r 7 \  
= 2 vchm (3'57) 

1 j 

where r}w = (gJ+^ftl))7 and jw — (iufiw(crw + iu>ew))?-, ew, fiw and aw are the 

permittivity, permeability and conductivity of the wire material, respectively. Jo 

and Ji are the modified Bessel functions of orders zero and unity, respectively. 

For metallic wires, the displacement currents are negligible as compared to the 

conduction currents. If the frequency is low enough such that uiew <C crw and 

l7wc| 1 then the above expression can be simplified as was shown by Wait (1962) 

z» = <3-58' 

The impedance boundary condition on the wires is then expressed as 

Ex(x, y = nb, z = —h + c) = Ixn(x)Zw (3.59) 

Ey(x = ma, y,z = —h — c) — Iym(y)Zw (3.60) 
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where Ex and Ey  axe the components of the total electric field vector. Since the 

wires have the same radii c and made of the same materials, then their internal 

impedances are the same as that given by equation (3.58). 

Due to the periodicity of the electric field, it is sufficient to apply these 

boundary conditions only at the surfaces of the central wires. In addition, due to 

the thiness of the wires, it is sufficient to apply the boundary condition at one point 

on their surfaces as suggested by the notion 2r = — h ± c in (3.59) and (3.60). For 

the x component of the electric field, we apply equation (3.59) at the surface of 

any x—directed wire and the result is the same as if this boundary condition were 

applied at the surfaces of all the x—directed wires. Thus, for simplicity, we will 

apply this boundary condition at the surface of the wire coinciding with the x— axis 

(y=0). Similarly, we apply equatioin (3.60) at the surface of the wire coinciding with 

the y—axis (x = 0). With these observations equations (3.59) and (3.60) become 

Substituting the appropriate expressions for Ex and Ey  in the above expressions 

and after some algebraic manipulations we obtain 

Ex(x, y = 0, z = -h + c) = Ixn{x)Zw (3.61) 

Z — h c) — lymiy^^w (3.62) 

OO OO oo 

Y, e (>w2« + iws„) •iml (3.63) 

oo oo oo 

E E = £ he"'" 
m=—oo n=—oo »»=—oo 

(3.64) 
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where 

famn =ikxm72mn(e-^C + R2mne^mn(c-A) _ (g g5)  

/S» =u>//2Me~72m"C + Timn e72mn(c-A) + ̂ mne-T2'""(c-',+d)) (3.66) 

/imn =ikynl2mn{e-^c + i22mne-^"(c+fc) - i^e"^"^-^) (3.67) 

/ftmn = - "Whrnie-K™0 + Tinne^™^ + T^e"^-0-^) (3.68) 

Equations (3.63) and (3.64) should hold for all values of x and y, respectively. 

Recognizing the Fourier series character of the left- and right-hand sides of both 

equations we get 

OO 

^ ] (^mn/lmB "I" -Smn/omn) = Zwamj TTl £ (—OO, 00) (3.69) 
T»=—OO 

00 

y! (^mn fbrnn + = « € (—OO, oo) (3.70) 
m=—oo 

Equations (3.69) and (3.70)constitute an infinite set of linear equations in the coeffi

cients .Amn and I?mn. At this point we make use of (3.49) and (3.50) to recast (3.69) 

and (3.70) in terms of the coefficients am and bn in the Fourier series representations 

of the induced currents on the wires. We obtain 

OO OO 

^ ^ famn "1" ^ ^ ^n/lmn) = ^wam•, TU 6: (—OO, oo) (3.71) 
n=—oo n=—oo 

OO oo 
yi flm/Ln "I" Amn) = n *= (—OO, oo) (3.72) 

m=—oo m=—oo 
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where 

famn =^amnfamn 4" Camnfamn (3.73) 

famn =^bmnfamn + Cbmnfamn (3.74) 

fbmn =^bmnfb2n + 6mn/ftJn (3.75) 

fbrln — ̂ amn/hJn + £a mnfbJ„ (3.76) 

Equations (3.71) and (3.72) form a doubly infinite set of linear equations 

that can be solved to determine the currents excited on the two planar wire grids em

bedded in the three layered-media. For a nonvanishing separation distance between 

the grids this system of equations can be solved by perturbations techniques as wait 

(1974) has pointed out. If this is not the case however, then this system of equations 

can be solved by the inversion matrix method as Hill and Wait (1975) have shown. 

These equations as will be shown are slowly convergent in their present forms and 

this is a result of the nonconverging summations involved in (3.69) and (3.70). In 

the next chapter, we develop an efficient scheme to improve the convergence of this 

doubly infinite set of equations and hence we circumvent the slow convergence. This 

will also enable us to accuratly solve for the propagation constants for the surface 

wave modes and the currents amplitudes on the wires. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE SOLUTION OF THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 

In this chapter we undertake the formulation of the eigenvalue problem for 

the surface waves that can be supported by the wire mesh in the layered medium. 

Although, the geometry may support an infinite number of propagating surface 

modes we are interested in that propagation constant which corresponds to the 

dominant surface wave modes among all possible modes. However, before the nu

merical solution can be attempted, the convergence characteristics of the series 

present in the elements of the matrix representation of the eigenvalue proplem need 

to be studied and improved in order to facilitate the efficiency of the numerical 

solution. 

4.1 Summation of the Fourier Series 

The slow convergence of the Fourier series present in the elements of the 

matrix resulting from (3.71) and (3.72) makes their numerical computation ineffi

cient. These series will be transformed into a more convergent form in the following 

sections. For now, we just need to recast the system of equations in a compact 

form. We observe first that the analysis of the previous chapter assumed that the 

wire mesh was at some distance from any media interface. Thus, to recover the 

case for a wire mesh placed on the top of the lower interface (z — —d), as shown 

in Fig.(l-5), we simply let the separation distance d shrink to the distance from 

the origin to the wire mesh location h augmented by the wire radius. This limit 

amounts to letting the distance d be that of h + c. Also, since the wire radius c is 
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small compared to the distance h, c = 10-2/i, we can greatly simplify the previous 

expressions by setting h ± c to be that of h. With this thin wire approximation, the 

doubly infinite set of equations become 
oo oo 

dm(-Zw + ^2 famn)+ Wlmn = 0, m € (-OO, oo) (4.1) 

where 

n=—oo 

OO 00 

bn(~Zw+ fbmn)+ fl^m« =0' « € (-OO, oo) (4.2) 
m=—oo 

f(4) fC1) i p f(2) o\ 
Jamn —aamnjamn \ samnjamn \*±.0) 

fbnin =^bmnfi)2n + 6mn/fcJn (4.4) 

famn =^mn^im72mnimli + tbmn^ ̂ kynl^mn (4.5) 

fbmn =^omn^ynt2mn-t'mn £amnW ̂ ^xmLrmi (4-6) 

famn =^zm72mn(e *1'2mnC L^rm) (4-7) 

fimn =W//2fcj/„(e~72m"C + L^n) (4.8) 

fbmn —ikyn72mn(e 72mnc -f- Lmn) (4-9) 

/£„ = - w/i2 kxm(e~^m"c + x£i) (4.10) 

r ( l )  G ^ 2 m" Ol\mn a3mn N\m ne 
imn = ; : — 5- t (4-11) 

«3mn + «4mn 1 ~ Mimne 2K™"h 

i-(2) e-f2mnc ot3mn - ajmn + n2mne~2'r2mnh 

'Lmn — ; - — 5— 7 (4-12) 
«3mn + 07mn 1 — M2mne 

r(3)  o .  e-T 2"»"C  1 + Nzmne- 2^m n h  

Lmn —2C*4 mn j ~ TZ HoZl h (4-13) 
mn "I" mn 1 M\mn& ^2mn 

r(4) o_ e~72mnC l + NAmne~2^h 

Lmn —2a3 mn " —2-vo—T (4-14) 
®3mn + 0i7mn 1 - M2mne 272™A 
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nlm. = (3«ta„ - a3m„ (4.15) 
a2mn + <*lmn 

Nimn = (3a3mn - Q!7mn)—(4-16) 
aimn + Oiemn 

* r a2mn ftlmn A7- almn ft6mn /. . rr\ 
•<*3mn — ; 

®lmn + a2mn a\mn T ®6mn 

°!4mn a3mn a2mn ttlmn / A . 0\ mimn = ; (4.18) 
a3mn t ®4mn alm» 4" ®2mn 

1/f ®lmn a6mn a3m» a7mn /, . f t\ m2m„ = ; ; (4.19) 
®lmn ~r ®6mn ®3mn T &7mn 

The slow convergence in the series present in the system of equations (4.1) 

and (4.2) is caused by the following two factors. First, the self scattering term 

e-T2mnc jg no^ a stable term and in the case where 72mn is real, it oscillates between 

±1 depending on the values of m and n. This oscillation is due to the small value 

of c. As will be seen later, we eliminate this situation by directly approximating the 

summands involving this term in both expressions. Secondly, for the series which 

have the unknowns am and bn in their summands am and bn are themselves slowly 

converging for high values of m and n. This slow convergence is due to the fact 

that the Fourier series representations of the currents require a large number of 

terms in order to simulate the jump in the current at the junctions of the wires. To 

circumvent this difficulty we modify the currents amplitudes am and bn to account 

for the jump condition at every junction as was done by Wait (1975). 

Let's first consider the homogeneous series occuring in the system of equa

tions (4.1) and (4.2). These homogeneous series are the terms which do not involve 
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either am or bn under the summation. These series axe 

OO 

^1)= £ (4-2°) 
n=—oo 

OO 

ri1' = £ (4-2i) 
m=—oo 

First, we try to evaluate the summation 1$ in closed form expression. Substituting 

equation (4.3) into the summand of this equation gives 

OO 

jo) _ ( \  A 1 )  tt A 2 )  \ 
•'TO — / y^amnjamn i samnjamn) 

n=—oo 

Using equations (3.51)and (3.53) in the above equation yields 

r(i) _ Y" ( ~^xm A1) , kyn J2) \ 
-»m — / V z. n Jatnn T 7n Jamn) 

n̂ oo bdxmn bd^mn 

where D\mn and D^mn are given by equations (3.55) and (3.56). Now, substituting 

the expressions for falln and famn from equations (4.7) and (4.8) we obtain 

j£'= £ (e-t,„„c + + ̂ 4, (e.,2m„c + (424) 

n=—oo OLf^mn J 

Substituting the expressions for D\mn and D^mn from equations (3.55) and (3.56) 

and summing up the exponential terms in the above equation we get 

i S ) = j £ ) + i S )  (4.25) 

where 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 
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/o\ J[»2 -22. « 72mnC 
E f <4-26) 

26(<t2 + «0>e2) „frlo 72mn 

r(4) 1 ~^xml2mn^mL + k\k*nL\nn . . 

~~ 26(<72 + iw) n£^0 72ran(^ + *?J„) 

(3} 
Now we consider the summation occuring in the expression for Im • We extract the 

dominant term in the series which is the term corresponding to the zero value of n 

and for the remaining terms we add and subtract the same quantity, hence 

/o\  °°  p~l2 mnC 
& = £ V- (4-28)  

n=—oo 72wn 

no ' —2irc\n\ nr. I — 2xc\n\ g—72mOc ^ e-72mnC g V 

•w-0 + „ S o (  1 » » »  ^  )  +  „ S o  ^  

f,~72mOC U 
f- Am Zn(l — e 6 ) (4.30) 

72m0 7t 

where the prime sign above the summation sign indicates omission of the zeroth 

term. The last summation occuring in equation (4.29) has been evaluated by a 

formula given by Wheelon (1968) which states that 

00 e an 

y; =—ln( 1 — e a), 0 < a < 1 (4-31) 
i n n=1 

and 

OO ' - -2irc|n| 
—, p 72 mnc e p-* 

Thus, the value of the above series is given by 
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/2> = JSP + J -*• . [— + A„ - ito(l - .=**)] (4.33) 
2O(<72 + «u>e2) 72m0 * J 

Actually, the above series can be simplified further. However, since we seek an 

accurate value for the propagation constant, we leave it unchanged for the present 

time. We will reconsider further simplifications of the above series when we find 

the effective sheet impedance of the mesh. 

Next we consider the summation ii1^ given by equation (4.21) repeated here 

for clarity 

OO 

i"= £ 41 
m=—oo 

Substituting the expression for the summand as given by equation (4.5) we obtain 

OO 

In ^ = ^ i^bmnfb2n + (4.35) 
m=—oo 

Using equations (3.52) and (3.54) in the above summation we get 

r ( 2 )  _ _  V  (  k y n  4- k x m  )  (A 
ln  ~ Z> Ln t  hmn+ _iv Jbmn) 

m=—oo *mn uiy£mn 

Now substituting the expressions for f^n and f^n from equations (4.9) and (4.10) 

yields 

/»!,= jt + ̂ 1)1 (4.37) 
m=^oo L aD*m» aD(mn 

yJ 
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Substituting the expressions for D\mn and D{mn from equations (3.55) and (3.56) 

and summing up the exponential terms in the above expressions we obtain 

(4.38) 

where 

ko — k? °° p~ T2mr»c 

A3) = „ ;2 " , y (4.39) 
2a(o2 + iue2) m±^QO 72mn 

j(4) 1 ~^yn72mn^mn + 

~ 2a(a2 + iwe2) m^QO 72mn(^m + k$n) 

(3) 
Now we consider the summation occuring in the expression for I„ . We extract the 

dominant term in the series which is the term corresponding to the zero value of m 

and for the remaining terms we add and subtract the same quantity, we have 

°° p~*t2mnc 

(*•«) 

n=—oo 

—y9nnc °° ' —'yomnc ~^c\n\ oo ' ~2™m 
e 720r»c g 72mnc g a g 5 

720n 72mn ^rjmi m o0 ^ 
m=—oo a m——oo a 

g~720r>C (j -2)rc. 
+ A„ /n(l — e a ) (4.43) 

720n TT 

oo J o"~72mnc -2irc|m| 

A" ^ ( 72mn ) (4>44) 
m=—oo ' 0 

where once more we have used the result given by equation (4.30). Thus, the value 

of the above series is given by 

/„.) _ & + *-J. [Sr=l + An _ -fad _ e=M (4.45) 
2a(<T2 + tu>€2 ) 720n K J 
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Actually, the above series can be simplified further, however, since we seek an 

accurate value for the propagation constant, we leave it unchanged for the present 

time. We will reconsider further simplifications in this series when we find the 

effective sheet impedance of the mesh. Thus the system of equations (4.1) and (4.2) 

can now be recast in the following form 

OO 

am(-Zw +41^) + ^2 = 0, m€ (-00,00) (4.46) 
n=—00 

00 

K(~Zw + 4!)) + amfbmn = °» n € (-00,00) (4.47) 
m=—00 

4.2 Modifications in the Series Representations of the Wire Currents 

Despite the extraction of the asymptotic behavior in the series in 1$ and 

the numerical manipulation of (4.46) and (4.47) is still inefficient. The primary 

reason for this is the poor convergence of the fourier-series forms representing the 

wire currents of the wire mesh. Indeed, the jumps in the current densities present 

at the wire junctions require a very large number of Fourier components for their 

adequate approximation. Numerical results have shown that if this system of equa

tions is to be convergent, large matricies are required; however, KirchhofF's current 

law is satisfied. Therefore, a direct inversion of this doubly infinite set of equations 

without enforcement of junction conditions is a valid procedure but at the expense 

of excessive computer time. A more efficient scheme is suggested by the fact that 

the higher order coefficients for Ixn and Iym are observed to fall off linearly with 

an amplitude determined only by the jump at the junction. To circumvent the 
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situation of the jump in the wire currents at the junctions we consider the following 

sawtooth function with a jump of A at the origin. Thus, suggested by Wait (1973) 

. 00 ' 2*jnx 
A v—s e a a / / \ ^ ce fl . . , = A(u(x) —), —— < x < — 

27n ^ n v  w  a 2" 2 _ ~ 2 n=—oo 

(4.48) 

where u(x) is the Heavyside step function defined as 

«(*)={ J; • 
if x > 0; 
if x < 0. (4.49) 

The above function is plotted in Fig.(4-1). Also, a similar function is defined in the 

same way for the y—directed currents. We note that both functions have a unit step 

discontinuity at every period. A is a certain constant unknown to be determined. 

With these functions, the expressions for the currents in equations (2.63) and (2.64) 

become 

I,„(*)• = ame ik'""+ik«"" t, ne(-oo,<x>) (4.50) 
m=—00 

00 

W v ) =  J 2  b n e i k s n S + i k " n m a ,  m€ (-00,00) (4.51) 

where 

am — a m + A 
(1 ~ ^mo) 

27rim 

t tl a ( ^«°) 
On — 0 n — A 

27xin 

where £,o is the Kronecker delta function defined as 

(4.52) 

(4.53) 

, f 1, if i = 0; 
, 0 ~ \ 0 ,  i f i ^ O .  (4.54) 
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The functions f ( x )  and f ( y )  build an equal and opposite jumps into the x  and y  

directed currents and hence Kirchhoff's current law is automatically satisfied. This 

property can be seen from the plot of either one of these functions as shown in 

Fig.(4-1). 

4.3 Application of the Charge Continuity 

The above transformations involving the currents amplitudes introduced A 

as one more unknown in the problem. This constant can be found by the application 

of the appropriate charge continuity at the junctions of two wires. This technique 

is an extension of that used by King and Wu (1974). They have derived a similar 

charge continuity condition for crossed wires of equal radii 

dIxo(x = 0~) dlx0(x = 0+ )  dly0(y = 0~) dIyo(y = 0+ )  

dx ~ dx ~ dy dy 1} 

The above equations are a consequence of the charge conservation at the junction of 

the wires. A more convenient charge continuity equation is derived by Wait (1975) 

based on the previous equation. This equation states that the total charge density 

on the a:—directed wire has to be equal to the total charge density on the y—directed 

wire. Wait's result for this charge density continuity is stated as follows 

dIxQ{x =0") , dlx0(x = 0+ )  dl v 0 (y  = 0-)  , dly0(y = 0+) t A e e ,^  
r* + Tx = Ty + Wy (456) 

Inserting the modified expressions for the currents with the sawtooth functions f ( x )  

and f(y) , the above equation yields 

i(a + b) 

ab 

OO 

A — ^ ̂  kxmO. m 4" ^ ̂  kynb n — 0 (4.57) 
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A/ 2 

- a / 2  

a / 2  

Figure 4-1 The periodic sampling function f(x) for the discontinuity in the 
Fourier Series representations for the currents. 
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The above equation is one more equation to be added to the infinite system of (4.46) 

and (4.47). With these current modifications we are now in the position to proceed 

with the formulation of the mode equation. 

At this stage of the analysis, we have applied all the boundary and surface 

conditions to uniquely represent the fields in all three media. Here, we formulate 

the mode equation or the characteristic equation which is nedeed to be solved for 

the propagation constant (7 = ik\sinff) of any surface waves that can be supported 

by the structure. In view of (4.52), (4.53) and (4.57) the infinite system of equations 

(4.46) and (4.47) can be recast in the following form 

4.4 Formulation of the Mode Equation 

(-zw+41})+ y, &'»/s« + a[ 
2mm 

n=—00 

00 ' f(6) , 
Jamn j m € (—00,00) (4.58) 

n=—00 

oo 

m=—00 

(4.60) 
m=—00 n=—00 
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Where 

and 

riwh{iwc) 
z" - 2*cftorwc) <4-61) 

Vw — ( ) 
crw + iue.w' 

7tu = (iujfiw((Tw + iuew))^ 

® [—+a- - v -e^)] 
2O(<T2 + I U € 2 )  L 72m0 7T 'J 

, 1 v~^ ~^ml2mn^nn + . . 
26(<t2 + iu>€2) n~/

qo 72mn(klm + k$n) 

/(•) =-$z3̂  \£̂ 1 + a„ _ |fa(1 _ e^)j 
2a(<t2 + iwe2) 720n 

I 1 ~kynl2mnL\nn + k^k^Lmh 

2a(<T2 + iue2) ^ 72mn(^m + *y») 

00 I - -2*c\n\ 
— g 72m nC _ y-1—1 

oo ' —2*c|m| 
J±L e-72mnC jp 

a»= £ (—•-is-) (4-65) 
m=—oo a 

famn —^6mn^im72mnimn + ^bmn^ ̂ kyn^mn (4.66) 

fbmn ~^amnikyn72mnljmn (4.67) 
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f(6) kVk*™ e 72m"C v rO) _ t r(2) r4fi8x 
/omn — o / i • \ Abmn^mn Qbmn l jmn [t.OO) 

2d(cr2 + «aje2) 72mn 

f(6) -fexfcyn e~72m"c t(1) it r(2) ?m 
/^»"26(<72 + ea;62) 72m« aamnlmn + ^mnlmn (4.70) 

(4'71) 

(4-72) 

In matrix form, the above equations can be written as 

[pm][a'„] + + A[p'm]=0 (4.73) 

[«„][(/„] + [*£„][«',»] + A[0-.]=0 (4.74) 

where 

[Pm] 

[P'm 

— — Zw + Irn) 

Qn 

r( l - (5mo) ,  (1) .  (1)  1  ^  farnn 1 
i 27Tim ("Z- + J-) + P- +^2. —J 

-Zw + li1]  

n=—oo 

N =[i^£l(-2»+j<»i,)+p»2) + 2s E - OO ' r(6) 

ok i d(2) i \ ̂  Jbmn 
27rz ' m m=—oo 

(4.75) 

(4.76) 

(4.77) 

(4.78) 

For numerical purposes, we need to truncate the above infinite-dimensional ma-

tricies.In the above series m and n take all the discrete values from —oo to oo 
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including the zero value. Thus,we make m and n take the discrete values from — N 

t o  N  i n c l u d i n g  t h e  z e r o  v a l u e .  T h i s  m e a n s  t h a t  t h e  m a t r i c i e s  [ P m ] ,  [ Q n ]  ,  W 5 )  amn 

and n(5) 1 
bmn become square diagonal matricies (2N + 1) x (2N + 1), while the rest 

of the above matricies are column matricies of (2N + 1) in length. The general 

notation of the above truncated system of equations can be recast in the following 

global matrix form 

[Pm](JV,x 

[f,(5) 1 

( N i x N i )  
ri(5) 1 

ramn 
( N x x N i )  

\ 

bmn\(N1xN1) 

k X m  

Qn 

(1 x N i )  

( N \ x N i )  

kyn 

( N i x  1) 
a+ft 

( l x N i )  

/ a'_n \  

a! n 
b'-N 

b' n 
v a j 

/ o \ 

-El 

-Ep
y 

\ 0 / 

(4.79) 

Where N\ = 2N + 1, E% and Ey are the tangential components of the primary 

field for the incident plane wave case. For the eigenvalue problem however, these 

components vanish everywhere in space because this is how we formulated this 

eigenvalue problem. In short hand notation, the above system of equations become 

( ( 4 N + 3 ) x ( 4 N + 3 ) )  
X 

((4AT+3)xl) 
= 0 (4.80) 

Where 
((47V+3)x(4iV+3)) 

(4.79), and [x] 

is the coefficients matrix on the left hand side of equation 

is the unknown current vector. The above equation is 
l((4AT+3)xl) 

the sought one to be solved for the propagation constant corresponding to the 

dominant surface wave mode which can exist in the geometry. Thus far, we have 
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formulated this mode equation where all the properties of the three layered-media 

including the wire grids are embedded into this equation. Once the propagation 

constant is known then all the components of the wave vector can be found. This 

rather tediuous calculation to find the propagation constant will be carried out 

numerically in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE EFFECTIVE SHEET IMPEDANCE 

In this chapter, we formulate the expressions involving the effective sheet 

impedance of the wire mesh. First, we find the propagation constants which give 

rise to the propagating surface modes in the structure, and then we find the effective 

sheet impedance which represents the wire mesh as embedded in the layered-media. 

This impedance matrix can be used as a tensor impedance boundary condition in 

place of the wires for any formulation of the fields scattered by the wire mesh. Due 

to the complexity of the expressions involving these scattered fields, this impedance 

will be solved numerically. An analytical solution for this impedance however, will 

be obtained in a special case. This is the zero order approximation for the dominant 

propagating mode. Comparison of the two solutions will be discussed at the end of 

this analysis. 

5.1 Surface Wave Propagation Constant 

The electromagnetic surface wave which can propagate over the rectangular 

wire mesh of infinite extent in the layered-media is considered in this section. For 

small mesh spacings considered in our case, as will be shown, the propagation 

constant is found to be independent of the azimuthal direction of propagation. This 

is in complete agreement with previous results obtained by Kontorovich (1964), who 

applied the averaged field method to the wire grid in free space. For larger mesh 

spacings(a = b > 0.2A) however, the propagation constant is significantly dependent 

on the direction of propagation and hence the mesh is no longer isotropic. 
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To solve for the propagation constant (7 = ik\sinO) we reconsider the mode 

equation obtained in the previous chapter. This has the form 

\A] M = 0 (5.1) 
L iUN+3)x(4N+3) . .(4N+3)xl 

where is the coefficients matrix and \X\ is the unknown 
(4JV+3) x (4JV+3) L J (4JV+3)xl 

current vector. We solve this equation by several numerical techniques and similar 

results were obtained in all of them. Mainly, we have used the secant method 

to solve for the propagation constant and the adopted technique in obtaining this 

solution is as follows; The coefficients matrix A is a function of the wave vector k 

where 

k = kxmX + kyny + *ymnZ (5*2) 

kxm = k\sindcos<j) + ^ m (5.3) 
a 

kyn = k\sin6sin(j) + (5.4) 
b 

where 

limn = \jk2
xm + k2

yn - k], j = 1,2,3 (5.5) 

kx = k\sin8cos(j) (5.6) 

ky  = k\sin9sin(j> (5.7) 

Since <j) is the azimuthal angle varying from 0 to 2 tt and k\ = w^/ei/TT is known, 

then the only unknown in the above matrix is the sine of the zenith angle sinO. 
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This term is actually common to both of the directions of propagation. Hence, we 

define the normalized propagation constant by 

Pr = t~ = sinO = 5 (5.8) 
k\ 

Therefore the coefficients matrix A depends on the electric and magnetic properties 

of all three media which are all known and the normalized propagation constant 

(5) which is the only unknown needs to be found. 

Since the above system of equations is homogenuous, then the only non-

trivial solution for the wire currents is obtained in the case where the determinant 

of the coefficients matrix A vanishes. This corresponds to the case where at least 

one of the elements of the eigenvector jxj has a non-zero value. Thus, we have the 

following equation to be solved for the normalized propagation constant 

det(\j& ) =0 (5.9) 
H (AN+3) x (4./V+3) V ' 

The only unknown in the above equation is the normalized propagation constant 

(S). The above matrix A has an infinite dimension, hence, it is impossible to obtain 

a numerical solution with this dimension. Therefore, we truncate this infinite system 

of equations for m and n taking the values | — M, il/J and — TV, ivj respectively, 

where M and N are variable integers chosen such that convergence of the system 

is obtained. We define convergence by having M and N keep taking larger and 

larger values until the value of the normalized propagation constant does not change 

significantly. The most rapid convergence was obtained by making M and N take 

the same value and we noticed that the solution did not improve by considering 

different values for M and N. We first start looking for the zeros of the determinant 
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in the case where the wire mesh is embedded in two half-spaces above the interface 

of the earth. For this case Wait (1977) has found a numerical solution for the 

normalized propagation constant. We then find the solution corresponding to the 

case where the wire mesh is embedded in the three layered-media as shown in Fig.(l-

4) for two different values for the dielectric constant of the slab region. In Fig.(5-1), 

we show the corresponding values for the normalized propagation constant as a 

function of the truncating discrete values for m and n. The required determinant 

calculations were fairly rapid for the resultant matricies which had dimensions of 

(4N + 3)2. The matrix fill time dominates the determinant calculation for such 

cases. In all these cases the value of the normalized propagation constant is almost 

the same. This is a direct result of the convergent series forms occuring in the 

expressions of the truncated system. The values that we adopt in the rest of the 

analysis axe those corresponding to the value of (N = 2) which is fairly accurate 

corresponding to a matrix dimension being (11x11). In the next section we discuss 

some of the physical meanings of these solutions and the convergence techniques. 

5.2 Physical Significance of Results 

In Fig.(5-2) we have illustrated the <j> dependence of the normalized propa

gation constant for different values of the azimuthal angle. Because of symmetry, 

only the range of 4> from 0 to 90° is shown, however, the other values of <f> result 

in similar results. For such small mesh spacings in the square mesh case, the prop

agation constant is independent of the azimuthal angle and hence independent of 

the direction of propagation. For larger mesh spacings this normalized propagation 

constant is expected to strongly depend on the direction of propagation and hence 

the mesh becomes highly anisotropic. In the limit as either a or b approches infinity 
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Figure 5-1 The normalized propagation constant S plotted against the trun
cated discrete values M = N. In this case a — b = 0.015A, d = h + c, h = 0.015A, 
€rl = 6r3 = 1-0, Cr2 = 4.0,10.0, aild /iri = Hr2 = A«r3 = 10. 
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Figure 5-2 The normalized propagation constant S plotted against the az
imuthal direction of propagation. For this case M — N = 2, a = b = 0.2A,<Z = h + c, 
h — 0.4A eri = €r3 = 1-0, er2 = 1.0,4.0,10.0, and /zri = /xr2 = /xr3 = 1.0. 



First Mode 

Second Mode 

Third Mode 

Fourth Mode 

Fifth Mode 

Figure 5-3 The first five modes of the normalized propagation constant S plot
ted against the dielectric constant. In this case M = N = 2, a = b = 0.1 A,d = h + c, 
h = 0.1A eri = er3 = 1.0, and fir\ = HrV — Vr3 = 1.0. 



Column 2 
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Figure 5-4 The first two modes of the normalized propagation constant S plot
ted against the dielectric constant. In this case M = N = 2, a = b = 0.25A,d = h+c, 
h = 0.4A eri = er3 = 1.0, and fj.r\ = Ht2 = /^3 = 1.0. 



Second Mode 

Figure 5-5 The first two modes of the normalized propagation constant S plot
ted against the dielectric constant. In this case M = N = 2, a = b = 0.lA,d = h + c, 
h = 0.4A eri = er3 = 1.0, and /m = ^r2 = Mr3 = 1.0. 
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Figure 5-6 The first two modes of the normalized propagation constant S 
plotted against the electric length of the slab region. In this case M = N = 2, 
a  =  b  =  0 . 2 A , d  =  h  +  c ,  e r i  =  e r 3  =  1 . 0 ,  e r 2  =  1 . 0 , 4 . 0 ,  a n d  \ i r \  =  f i r 2  =  f i r 3  —  1 0 .  
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Figure 5-7 The first two modes of the normalized propagation constant S 
plotted against the electric length of the slab region. In this case M = N = 2, 
a = b = 0.2A,d = h + c, er\ = cr3 = 1-0,er2 = 1-0,10.0, and fiTi = hT2 = l*r3 = 1-0. 
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Figure 5-8 The ratio of the propagation constant to that of the conducting slab 
plotted against the electric length of the wire spacing. In this case M = N = 2, 
a = b,d = h + c, eri = er3 = 1.0, and firl = A*r2 = A<r3 = 1.0. 
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Figure 5-9 The ratio of the attenuation constant 7 to that of the conducting 
slab plotted against the electric length of the wire spacing. In this case M = N = 2, 
a = b,d = h + c, 6ri = er3 = 1.0, and fiTi = fJ-r2 = I*r3 = 1.0. 
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Figure 5-10 The dominant mode electric field as a function of distance, 5 = 
1.0105, 4> = Q°,d=h + c, h = 0.4A, eri = er3 = 1.0, er2 = 1.0, and /ir l = /Xr2 = 
fir 3 = 1.0. 
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Figure 5-11 The dominant mode electric field as a function of distance, S = 
1.015, <j) = 0°, d = h + c, h = 0.4A, tT\ = er3 = 1.0,er2 = 10.0, and l = HT2 = 
fj.r 3 = 1.0. 
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Figure 5-12 The dominant mode electric field as a function of distance, S = 
1.02, <f = 0°, d = h + c, h — 0.4A, er\ = er3 = 1.0, er2 = 10.0, and firl = ftr2 = 
(ir3 = 1.0. 
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Figure 5-13 The dominant mode electric field as a function of distance, S = 
1.2, <j> = 0°, d = h + c, h = 0.4A, eT\ = er3 = 1.0, er2 = 10.0, and firi = Hr2 = t*r3 = 
1.0. 
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which is the case for one array, then TEM propagation may be possible and con

sequently the normalized propagation constant becomes unity. This corresponds to 

a phase velocity being that of the wave in free space. Analytically, this case may 

be difficult to be analyzed from our analysis because for large a and b the spatial 

variation in the z direction 7mn becomes complex instead of being real and therefore 

grating lobes can result. In this case the mode equation is still valid to solve for the 

propagation constant which is expected to become complex under such conditions. 

Also S becomes complex whenever some losses are introduced in the proplem espe

cially if the wire mesh is located above lossy earth (Wait 1977). Another case for 

S to be complex is when the spacings of the wires are comparable to a wavelength. 

This results in a nonvanishing imaginary part for the propagation constant which 

contributes to the attenuation of the surface waves excited in the structure. In 

Figs.(5-3,-5-7), we show the dominating surface wave modes which can be supprted 

along the wire grid. For all cases, the first mode is sufficient to characterize the wire 

mesh since all the higher order modes result in evanescent waves. Different values 

for the dielectric constant make the wire mesh resonate. Maxima or minima of the 

resonating structure seem to be taking place for thickness of the slab approching a 

half wavelength. As the electric length of the slab region increases, the value for the 

propagation constant increases. This is because the wave becomes more and more 

trapped inside this slab region as it increases its electrical size. This characteris

tic of the trapped wave as a function of the propagation constant is evident from 

the plotts of the dominant mode as shown in Figs.(5-8), (5-9), (5-10) and (5-11). 

For the parameters considered in this analysis, the propagation constant is a little 

above unity and is purely real. This departure of the propagation constant from 

unity is a measure of the degradation of the shielding effectiveness of the wire mesh 
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for grazing propagation. In a such case, the mesh can be considered as a slow wave 

structure since the phase velocity of the wave (vp = is smaller than the phase 

velocity of the wave in free space (uo). We did not investigate the grating-lobe 

case because under this condition the propagation constant is complex and hence 

the mesh is not an effective shield. Having found the propagation constant for the 

surface wave that can exist in the structure, we next solve the system of equations 

for the currents on the wires. 

5.3 Numerical Solution For the Wire Currents 

In this section a numerical solution for the wire currents is obtained. This 

solution consists in solving the doubly infinite system of equations given in the 

matrix notation (4.79). Since we solve the eigenvalue problem, we set the right-

hand side of equation (4.79) to vanish, thus, obtaining a homogenuous system of 

equations which can be uniquelly solved for the wire currents a'm and b'n. As before, 

we truncate this system of equations with m and n ranging from —N to N yielding 

a system of (4iV -f 3)(4N + 3) homogenuous equations in a'm b'n and A. Due to 

the vanishing right-hand side of this system, we set the constant A to be unity and 

remove the last row of this matrix, hence this results in (AN + 2)2 homogeneous 

equations to be solved for a!m and b'n- We increase the value of N until convergence 

is obtained which is defined by the largest value of N for which further increase in 

the value of N does not significantly change the values of a'm and b'n. We found 

that there was no need to increase the value of N beyond (30) which results in 

a matrix order of (122 x 122). We use the matrix inversion techniques to obtain 

this solution. In Figs.(5-12), (5-13) and (5-14) we show the values of the current 

amplitude coefficients a!m and b'n for three values of the azimuthal angle. These 
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plots correspond to spacing dimensions of (j = 0.2) at the operating frequency, 

and for a relative dielectric constant of (er = 10.0). Even for this relative dielectric 

constant being above unity, the most significant current amplitude coefficients are 

those contributions from the central wires. These wires are identified by the zero 

values of m and n. The higher order coefficients a'm and b'n for (m,n ^ 0) are 

negligible as compared to the dominant values a'o and b'o. This arises from the 

fact that only the average values of the currents significantly contribute to the 

field and all other harmonics contribute a very small amount to these currents. 

Actually these higher order harmonics were observed to fall off lineraly away from 

the central values but they become very small when normalized to these central 

values. If the wire screen was placed in an infinitly homogenuous medium, then 

all that contributes to the field at a distance few wavelength away from the mesh 

are these average values of the wire currents denoted by a'o and b'o- Therefore the 

higher order coefficients result in evanescent modes and decay rapidly away from 

the plane of the mesh. This observation becomes very crucial for the formulation 

of the effective sheet impedance of the wire mesh. 

In Fig (5-12) the values of these coefficients are plotted for propagation 

along the a;—axis. For this propagation, only the currents along the x—directed 

wires are significantly excited and the currents on the y—directed wires become 

very small including the average value. In contrast, for propagation along the 

y—axis (<j> = 90°), the currents along the y—directed wires become significant and 

negligible currents flow along the a;—directed wires as shown in Fig (5-13). The 

most rapid convergence was obtained for a propagation along the bisector plane 

corresponding to an azimuthal angle of (45°). For such direction of propagation, 

both currents axe equally excited and of equal magnitude as shown in Fig (5-14). 
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For this propagation, an incident plane wave sees a symmetric structure where there 

is no preference on which wires the currents significantly flow. 

These currents are needed in the formulation of the effective sheet impedance 

of the wire mesh. Since this impedance involves the field generated by these currents, 

it is apparant that any simplification of these currents plays a major role in such 

formulation for this effective impedance. Inspecting the previous plots, we can 

assert that only the zero order terms of m and n contribute significantly to the field 

generated by these currents. The higher order currents are negligible as compared 

to the dominant mode (0,0) currents. Thus, we can approximate these currents by 

the average values for the zeroth order terms augmented by an inverse order decay 

for the higher order terms. From (4.58), (4.50) and (4.51) we have 

am = a'm + (5'10) 

6 " = 4 » - a w  < 5 - n )  

. , OO oo 
A = ,aTfel ^ kxma'm- kynb'n (5-12) 

m=—oo n=—oo 

The approximations we make are applied to the higher order terms in a'm and b'n. 

For the average values a'0 and 6'o there is no approximations involved. For the other 

coefficients where (m, n ^ 0) we assert that these coefficients decay as (^) away 

from the central values (m — n = 0).Therefore, the previous expressions can be 

written 

am = a'„Sm o + . (5-13) 
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Figure 5-14 The magnitude of the normalized imaginary part of the current 
amplitude coefficients a!m and b'n for propagation along the x—axis <f> = 0°. For 
this case a = b = 0.2A, d = h + c, h = 0.4A ,eri = er3 = 1.0, er2 = 10.0, /xri = /xr2 = 
/ir3 = 1.0. 
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Figure 5-15 The magnitude of the normalized imaginary part of the current 
amplitude coefficients a'm and b'n for propagation along the y—axis 4> = 90°. For 
this case a = b = 0.2A, d = h + c, h = 0.4A ,eri — er3 = 1.0, cr2 = 10.0, fj,T\ — Mr2 = 
fir 3 = 1.0. 
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Figure 5-16 The magnitude of the normalized imaginary part of the current 
amplitude coefficients a!m and b'n for propagation along the symmetry plane <f> = 
45°. For this case a = b = 0.2A, d = h + c, h = 0.4A ,tT\ = er3 = 1.0, er2 = 
10.0,/Zrl = Hr2 = Hr3 = 1.0. 
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bn = b'0SnO ~ (5.14) 
Zmn 

where <5,o is the chronecker delta and it has been already defined. With the above 

expressions, the coupling constant becomes 

A = -^-(fcjroa'o - kyob'o) (5.15) 
a + b 

With these approximations, the doubly infinite system of equations (4.56) and (4.57) 

become 

j-j' ( 17 I 7^°) kx0<lb \ -> faOn \ | j/,,/f(®) | kyQdb \  >  faOn\ n  i f ! \  
ao(-Zw+I0 - ^ —)+&o(/0oo + 2n{a + b) 2^ — ) - 0 ( 5 . 1 6 )  

v ' n=—oo v ' n=—oo 

, , oo ' A4) , i oo ' r(5) 

a'»^5»+1^76) E E ^> = 0(5.17) 
v /m=—oo v 'm=—oo 

With the above modified expressions for the current amplitudes we proceed to find 

the expressions involving the impedance for the wire mesh. 

5.4 Numerical Solution for the Effective Sheet Impedance 

In the previous sections, we have found the propagation constant for the 

dominant surface wave modes and the currents flowing on the wires. Therefore, up 

to this point, all the unknowns in the problem have been found. The only remaining 

task which is of interest to this analysis is the effective sheet impedance which can 

model the mesh screen. Thus, in this part we find a tensor impedance matrix to 

model the mesh when embedded in the three layer media. 
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from the application of the boundary conditions at the surfaces of the wires, 

we have obtained the following expressions relating the tangential components of 

the electric field vector to the currents flowing on the wires. From equations (3.61) 

and (3.62) we have 

oo oo 
E x ( x ,  y , Z  =  - h  +  c )  = ^2 ^2 (amfamn + bn fSnn)exkxmX+%kyny (5.18) 

m=—oo n=—oo 

oo oo 
E , ( x , y , z  =  - h - c )  =  Y .  £('W&+W&)'*™,*+iW (5.19) 

771=—oo n= — oo 

The components of the effective surface current density in the plane of the mesh 

axe 

oo oo 
J x ( x , y ) =  £ Y, ?feik*mX+ikyny (5.20) 

m=—oo n=—oo 

OO OO J 

J y ( x , y ) =  Y  Y  ? l L e i k * m * + i k y n y  ( 5  2 1 )  

m=—oo n=—oo 

We seek an expression which relates the space averaged tangential components of 

the electric field vector to the space averaged tangential components of the surface 

current density vector, this relation can be written in the form 

Ex{x^y^) = ZXxJx{x,y) + ZXyJy{x^y) (5.22) 

•®'y(a'>y) = ZyxJx{ x , y )  + Zyyjy( x , y ) (5.23) 

Where the double bar notation signifies that the quantity of the field being averaged 

twice over the dimensions of one cell which is defined by a rectangle of sides a and b. 

This averaging technique is based on the fact that all the field quantities are periodic 
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in both directions. The averaged quantities are actually the dominant terms in the 

problem and this is evident from the plots of the current coefficients. This averaging 

process is sometimes called "smoothing" the field twice with respect to the space 

variable. Substituting the expressions for Ex and Ey in the above equations we 

obtain 
OO OO 

E E = 
m=—oo n=—oo 

oo oo oo oo 
Zxx ^-e ikxmX+ikynV + Zxy —e ikxmX+ik»ny (5.24) 

m=—oon=—oo m=-oo n=-oo a 

oo oo 

E E (<"»/£. + = 
m=—oo n=—oo 

oo oo oo 00 , 
ZV* lL 12 ?j-e ik*mX+ikyny + Zyy ^2 ^2 ^e ik*mX+ ik*ny (5.25) 

m=—oo n=—oo m=—oo n=—oo 

where 

2irm ... . 
kxm = kx H (5.26) 

a 

. , 27rn . 
kyn — ky H - (5.27) 

The factor e tkxX+tkyV is common to all the field quantities in the above equation. 

Therefore, simplifying by this factor and averaging the resulting equations over one 

cell yields 

Q ft QO QQ 

7 7 m=—oo n=—oo 
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~t, [' S\ E E (Z,!c^f+Z„^)e^'+^'dxdy (8.28) 
7 •'""J m=—oo n=—oo 

Q b oo oo 

i r. f\ E 
7 7 m=-oon=-oo 

a 6 Oo oo 

a /* /: E E(vT+^*i(--+f)^ (5-29> 
7 5 m=—oo n——oo 

The above two equations can be evaluated by noting that 

d ft oo oo 

i; 11 f\ E E •F'm»e2"i<T'+T)Mx^ = F„o (5.30) 
° V 5 J-j m=—oon=—oo 

In the above equation only the average value term survives and all the other har

monics do not contribute to the value of the integral. This indicates that in the 

field expressions, only the average value terms are sufficient to be considered for 

the formulation of the effective sheet impedance of the wire grids. Actually, the 

(m = n = 0) is the dominant mode in the structure and all the higher order modes 

are evanescant modes and hence their contributions are insignificant as compared to 

the contribution from the dominant mode. Carrying out the integrals in the above 

equations we obtain 

«o/So + wis = Z..J + (5.31) 

«o/2 + boil& = + Z„h (5.32) 

to uniquely represent the elements of the impedance matrix we incorporate the 

applications of the boundary conditions at the surfaces of the wires. The resulting 
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equations of this application are given by equations (5.14) and (5.15). We observe 

that both equations (5.14) and (5.31) were derived from the x component of the 

electric field while equations (5.15) and (5.32) were derived from the y component of 

the elctric field. Therefore, to incorporate these conditions we add (5.14) to (5.31) 

and (5.15) to (5.32) to obtain 

^7 + ̂ -  = 
b a 

OO ' , , OO ' r(5) j 1 oo ' r(5) 
_ / \  ̂ r(4) | i7 | kxQdb \  ̂ JaOn\ l KyOdb » ^ JaOn (e oo\ 
«o(-  2 ,  °o« + z» + 2 < a  +  b )  i ,  —)-6 o27t(a + 6) ^  ~  ( 5 '3 3 )  

n=—oo v ' n=—oo v ' n=—oo 

7 £52. i y yx , + &yy — 
o a 

It 00 ' r(5) 00 ' , , oo ' r(5) 

_an__^£_ v + v f(4) , fcy°a6 v ^534^ 
a»2T(a + 6) m 2^ /i™° + ̂  + 27r(a + 6) ^ m ' (5'34) 

x ' m=r—oo m.=—r>n v ' m=—on 

Thus, we can identify the coefficients in the above two equations as the elements of 

the effective sheet impedance where 

Z • J = E (5.35) 

and 

Z = (t £) (5'36) 

00 ' nh2 °° 'f(5) 

+ k*°2^TT) E ¥ <5'37> 
n=—oo v / n=^oo 

,2 oo ' f(5) 
z-=-^2^t6)i :  ¥  <5-3 8> 
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,2 OO ' r(5) 

Zl* = -k">2x(a + b) £ (5-39) 
v ' m=—oo 

OO ' ,2 OO - ' x(5) 

Z y y = a Z w - a  Y ,  /6m0 + M27r(a + &) £ (5-40) 
m=—oo v ' m=—oo 

The above expressions for the impedance elements involve the propagation constant 

as well as the azimuthal angle. The propagation constant was found in the previous 

sections for various values of the dielectric constant, thus, we plot these impedance 

elements for two values for the dielectric constant; these are for er = 4.0 and 10.0. 

These plots are shown in Figs. (5-15) and (5-16) for the corresponding values in 

each case. Due to the symmetry in the problem we need to show the range for 

the azimuthal angle from 0° to 90°. The other two impedances Z\ and Z2 are 

the eigenvalues of the impedance matrix which are derived and discussed in the 

appendix. 

5.5 Characteristics of the Effective Sheet Impedance 

We distinguish between two categories of the elements of the impedance 

matrix; the self impedances which are represented by Zxx and Zyy and the mutual 

impedances which axe represented by the terms Zxy and Zyx. The self impedances 

correspond to the direct influence of the components of the electric field on their 

counterparts of the components of the current density. The mutual or the crossed 

elements indicate the coupling between one component of the electric field to the 

perpendicular component of the current density, respectively. In effect, Zxy is a 

measure of the coupling between Ex and Jy while Zyx is a measures of the coupling 

between Ey and Jx. As can be seen from Figs.(5-15) and (5-16), the cross coupling 
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Figure 5-17 The imaginary part of the elements of the impedance matrix as 
a function of the direction of propagation. For this case S = 1.015, a = b = 0.2A, 
h = 0.4A, €ri = €r3 = 1.0, €r2 = 4.0, fir\ = fir2 = /*r3 = 1.0. 
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Figure 5-18 The imaginary part of the elements of the impedance matrix as 
a function of the direction of propagation. For this case S = 1.02, a = b = 0.2A, 
h — 0.4A, eri = er3 = 1.0, er2 = 10.0, flrl = I*rl = ^r3 = 1-0. 
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elements axe much smaller than the self coupling elements and this property of 

the wire grid is to be expected because a certain component of the electric field 

significantly couples energy only to the same directed component of the current 

density. Also, the dependance of this impedance on the direction of propagation is 

not very strong and this is not unexpected property of wire mesh screens since for 

small mesh spacings the wire grid is isotropic at least in free space as Hill and Wait 

(1975) have shown. 

All the impedance terms are equal to each other at the symmetrical plane 

(<f> = 45°). This is also as expected, since for an incident plane wave propagating 

in this direction, this wave sees the doubly infinite set of wires as being symmetric 

and hence in the case where the spacings axe small compared to the wavelength 

the whole structure becomes symmetric for this wave. Being the ratio of the x 

component of the electric field to the same component of the current density Zxx 

varies as cos<f> in accordance with the x component of the wave vector k which 

denotes the space varization of the wave along the x—direction. In contrast, Zyy 

being the ratio of the y component of the electric field to the same component of the 

current density varies as sin<f> which is again in accordance with the space variation 

of the wave along the y—direction. Especially, like the cosine and the sine of the 

azimuthal angle, the two components of the impedance are equal to each other 

at the symmetrical plane. Therefore, there is a complete consistancy between the 

dominating elements of the effective impedance of the wire grids and the position 

dependence of the fields. 

The various elements of the effective tensor impedance can be used as inde

pendent boundary conditions in the place of the mesh. These boundary conditions 
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can be recast in the form 

(5.41) 

Ey — ZyxJx + ZyyJy (5.42) 

With the expressions for the impedance matrix, the fields which could be generated 

by the infinite wire arrays can be easily found in any region of space. Actually, the 

above boundary conditions can be used in place of the mesh for any plane wave 

scattering by the wires. Whether embedded in layered media or in free space the 

formulation of the scattered fields becomes a trivial task once the various elements 

of the impedance matrix are known. 

The various plots show that all the elements of the impedance matrix are 

positive imaginary and posess a vanishing real part. This charecteristic of the wire 

grid as embedded in the lossless layered media is not surprising at all since the wires 

axe infinitly conductive and the spacings are small as compared to the wavelength. 

However, we indicate that even for lossless structure this impedance may posess 

a non-zero real part if the electrical length of the structure is not small. These 

positive reactances indicate that the wire mesh screen exhibits inductive properties 

when embedded in the layered media. This behavior is expected for the media of 

equal permeabilities since in this case the dominant mode tends to be a transverse 

magnetic with respect to the direction of propagation. More specifically, the wire 

mesh can be characterized by an inductance matrix relating the components of the 

reactive electric field to the discontinuity of the components of the magnetic field in 

the plane of the mesh. Therefore, in place of the impedance matrix we can represent 

the screen with an inductance matrix 
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f Lxx Lxy \ 1_ f ZXx ZXy 
\  Lyx L y y  J iu) \ Zyx Z y y  

Since the elements of the inductance matrix are just a constant multiplying the 

elements of the impedance matrix then all the previous characteristics for the 

impedance matrix apply as well to the elements of the inductance matrix which 

are shown to have the same properties as shown in Figs.(5-17) and (5-18). 

(5.43) 
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Figure 5-19 The elements of the inductance matrix as a function of the di
rection of propagation. For this case S = 1.015, a = b = 0.2A, h = 0.4A, 

= Cr3 = 1.0, €r2 = 4.0, Hr\ = flT2 = /ir3 = 1.0. 
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Figure 5-20 The elements of the inductance matrix as a function of the direc
tion of propagation. For this case S = 1.02, a = b = 0.2A, h = 0.4A, erj = er3 = 1.0, 
Cr2 = 10.0, flrl = H t2 = Hr3 = 1.0. 
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CHAPTER 6 

APPROXIMATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, we approximate the higher order terms in the expressions 

for the elements of the impedance matrix. These approximations are valid for small 

electrical dimensions of the wire grids. Not only these approximations result in a 

closed form expressions for the various elements of the impedance matrix, but also 

they aid the mathematical analysis to reduce the four elements to only two elements 

which are sufficient to represent the square wire mesh. Finally, we make some final 

observations concerning these expressions and draw some conclusions about the 

overall behavior of wire mesh screens. 

6.1 Approximate Analytical Solution for the Effective Sheet Impedance 

For the square wire mesh case (a = b) , the complicated expressions for the 

elements of the impedance matrix can be simplified further and still remain valid 

to a high degree of accuracy in the low frequency limit. Therefore, in the case 

where media (1) and (3) being free space and for a square mesh made of perfectly 

conducting wires, these expressions become 

(6.1) 
n=—oo u=—oo 

(6.2) 
n=—oo 



2 °° ' r(5) 
z„ = 

47t t—' m m=—oo 

°o ' 2 00 ' x(5) 
Z - -a V f(4) 4- k n0 V *»™0 « 2^ am0 + %047r 2^ — 

m=—oo m=—oo 

FVom equations (4.59-4.63) we obtain 

OO ' 
/#(") _ f(4) _ 
i 0 - / , /aOn ~ 

n=—oo 

2iue2a 
q - k l ( A ^ - ^ l n ( l - e = ^ ) ) +  Y .  F ° n  

—2jtc , 

r'(6) = f(4) _ 
0 / J *bm0 

where 

1 oo ' 

£ ft-
m=—oo 

*b„ 

gmo = 

_ ^xljon^on + kfaynLon 

720n(&2 + &2
n) 

-fc2^2 7,(1) 4- Jh2t2 Kyi20n-L>m0 + K2Kxm l jmQ 

72mo(^xm ^u) 

(a) _ /e 720"c e 2,rcl" I ^ 

'° ~ ^ 2^jfr) 
n=—oo 
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f(5) = ~^^y"(720n-^0n + ^2-^0n ffi 11 
a0n 2iuje2aj2mo(kl + fc2

n) 

r(5) _ —kykxTnillon^mQ + ^-^Lo ffiin 
bm0 2iu>e2ay2mo(k%m + tf) 

r ( l )  g  Y2mnc a4mn - a3mn + ot<£le~2''2mnh , 
Limn — "7t5 ; (o.lo) 

®4mn ®3mn \ — mn^ 

r(2) a3mn - a7mn + (*mle~2'f2mnh /n-,A\ 
•Ltmn — ; 7^\ 

®3mn "t" ®7mn J — /?mnG—2Hmnh 

.  .  o „ , ,  1  4 .  a 2 m n ~ Q , l m n  P~l2mnh (3) 2a4mwe 72mr»C A + almn+«2mn 
^mn — ; 77\ (d.io) 

®3mn "I" a4mn \ — 0rnn€.~2^2mnh 

.  .  o .  1  - L  Q f 1 m n ~ Q , 6 m n  P—l2mnh 
r(4) 2a3m„e 72m«C A 4" alm„+a6mn

e 

J-imn — ; lb. lb) 
a3mn 4" a7mn ]_ /?m#C-^2mn^ 

(1) /0 ^Q2mn — ®lmn /„ . „s 
®ra# — (3cV4mn ®3mn) ; (6.17) 

«2mn + aimn 

(2) • „ ~®6mn 1£)> 
®mn — (3tt3mn a7mn) ! (6.18) 

«lmn + <*6mn 

^(1) a4mn ®3mn ®2mn ®lmn fn lrv^ 
Pmn — ; (b.ly) 

®3mn 4" ®4mn ®2m» 4" C*lmn 

0(2) aimn a6mn a3mn a7mn nr.s Pmn — : ; (b.2U) 
®lmn 4" ^6mn a3mn 4" &7mn 

®2mn = ®4mn = er (6.21) 

®6mn = ®7mn — f^r = 1 (6.22) 

&xm — kx 4~ ^ fcj — k\ SCOS(j) 
a 

(6.23) 



I l l  

27t72 
kyn =ky-\ , ky = kiSsin<f> (6.24) 

ct 

Iflmn — 73mn — yjkim + kln - k\ (6.25) 

•  ^ _ _  

T2mn = yjklm + k2
yn - (6.26) 

It is obvious from the above expressions for 71 mn and 7 2 mn that at low 

frequencies and low value for the dielectric constant of medium (2) these two com

ponents are almost the same for the higher order modes (m,n ^ 0). However, for 

the dominant mode (m = n = 0), there is a significant difference between them. 

Nevertheless, this dominant mode does not occur in any of the expressions of the 

impedance elements. Examining the values for the higher order modes in the case 

where / ~ 10GHz, er « 10.0 and a — b — 0.2A we obtain 

. 2irm ,n 
kxm ~ (6.27) 

a 

2tttz 
kyn ^ (6.28) 

a 

With the above approximations we have 

2tt f Iml, if m > n 
7lmn ~ 72mn ~ Q | i f  m  < n (6-29) 

With these approximations, the previous expressions for this case become 

<*m» « (3er - 1)^—7 (6.30) 
€r + 1 

jsSi«( f Lrr)2  (6.31) 
cr + 1 



ffi(2) ^ o(2) ^ n 
"run ~ Pmn ~ U 
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(6.32) 

, . 1 _l 3fr —1 e~2-f2mnh 
imi, « e--y2mnC- ',+' , T (6.33) 

1 - (fsr)2e-2^-4 

/«\ O - 1 _L fr 

L(ml » -^-e-^mnC cH-l (6 34) 
er + 1 1 - (f^x)2e_2t2mna 

xSi » o (6.35) 

» e"72mnC (6.35) 

Inserting the above approximated expressions in equations (6.5) and (6.6) we obtain 

4"1 « ~2wtjc2 M " l*)fa(1 ~ e=lfi) + **Sl] (6'36) 

r" ' "  ~ 2 ĴT2 N" *»),n(1 ~ e^> + *»5>] (6-37) 
/lit! . -2erktS2 . 

^ ~ ~ ;u£2a(,r + 1) (6-33) 
n=—oo 

v '^o k -2^2 ( 

' m «u>e2a(er + 1) m=—oo 

where 

S" = E 
=2p. 1 + ^e=toto 

+ (6.40) 
n=l 71 * (fr+T/ 

oo -2 tt-cn cr —1 _~4*hn 

^ = («•«) 
»=1 1 Vfr + 1/ e 



With these approximations the elements of the impedance matrix become 

z
" * 2̂  M  •  - e ^ ) + ( ® - 4 2 >  

z» K 2^ M _ k')ln(1 -c=f£)+ki(Si ~ (6-43' 

z" = Zyx a 2^^kxk"S277+T (6,44) 

In the case of high permittivity, the ratio(^pj) approches unity and whence the 

two series Si and S2 become identical. Only in this case, the second terms in 

the expressions for Zxx and Zyy cancel each other and hence the expressions for 

these two impedances can be simplified much further. An overall discussion of the 

effective sheet impedance is considered in the next section. 

6.2 General Conclusions 

Due to the periodic nature of the mesh wires, the Floquet's theory has been 

applied to the induced currents on the doubly infinite array of wires in order to 

find the scattered fields due to these wires. The main assymption throughout the 

analysis is the thin wire approximation for which only axial currents have been 

assumed to be significantly flowing on the wires. This assumption simplified the 

expressions of the fields tremendously with a high accuracy of the solution. Another 

partial assumption was the perfect electric contacts at the junctions. Otherwise 

capacitive loads may have been employed at these junctions which may restrict the 

propagation constant to be complex in general. The overall behavior of the shielding 

effectiveness of wire mesh screens can be summarized as follows 
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6.2.1 The Surface Wave Propagation Constant (S) 

The propagation constant for the dominant surface wave modes which can 

propagate along the surface of the mesh has been studied in relation to various 

parameters of the surrounding media and the geometry of the mesh. It has been 

observed that this propagation constant for electrically small dimensions is inde

pendent of the direction of propagation along the surface of the mesh. Depending 

on the value of the dielectric constant of the denser medium the structure may 

resonate for any value of this dielectric constant. For a given dielectric constant 

however, an increase in the operating frequency tends to highly increase the value of 

the surface wave propagation constant and the correlation between this frequency 

and the propagation constant is not always linear. For the small dimensions consid

ered in this analysis, the wire mesh is highly isotropic, however for larger spacings 

a > 0.2A, the mesh may exhibit anisotropic properties such that the propagation 

constant strongly depends on the direction of propagation. Thus, for either large 

spacings or including any significant losses in the media the propagation constant 

is no longer real value. Since this real propagation constant is always higher than 

unity, this implies that the phase velocity associated with the corresponding sur

face wave is always less than the phase velocity of the wave if it were propagating 

in free space environment. This departure of the normalized propagation constant 

from unity, is a measure of the degradation shielding effectiveness of the wire mesh 

and hence this wire mesh acts as a slow wave structure in contrast to the radiating 

behavior of this mesh in the case where grating lobes occur due to larger spacings. 

In the grating lobe case, the propagation constant is complex and the wire mesh is 

a radiating structure. 
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6.2.2 Wire Currents 

To speed the convergence of the numerical solution of the wire currents 

it had been necessary to apply the charge continuity at the junctions of the wires. 

Enforcing this condition made it also possible to reduce the dimension of the system 

of equations used to solve for the propagation constant of the surface waves. It 

was observed that a large size of this matrix was needed to obtain a convergent 

solution. This slow convergence in a part was due to the inverse discrete order (^) 

of the nature of the fields scattered by the wires. A large number of such terms 

needs to be cosidered in order to obtain a convergent summation over these terms. 

However other factors have degraded this convergence and mainly is the thin wire 

approximation. It has been observed that the zeroth order terms of these currents 

were only significant while the other higher order terms were very small compared 

to these terms. This small contribution from the higher order terms is due to the 

fact that the modes representing these contributions are evanescent waves which 

decay rapidely away from the mesh. 

6.2.3 Effective Sheet Impedance 

The thin wire approximation and the dominant zeroth order mode have been 

the principle effects to obtain the expressions for the efective sheet impedance. In its 

tensor form, this impedance accounts for any arbitrary state of polarization of the 

fields. This impedance boundary condition can be used in place of the mesh for any 

incident plane wave. The real part of this impedance vanishes in accordance with 

the zero imaginary part of the propagation constant which indicate that the surface 

waves propagate unattenuated as they progress along the structure. This was also 
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shown in the purely inductive elements of the impedance which is a result of the 

conducting nature of the wire mesh which does not tend to be spatially dispersive 

in general. 

The couplings between the transverse components of the electric field and 

those of the current density represented by Zxy and Zyx are the same for any 

direction of propagation in the small mesh case. This characteristic of the mutual 

coupling is a cause of the equally spaced wires in the x and y directions. The self 

coupling terms represented by Zxx and Zyy are symmetric around the symmetry 

plane (<f> = 45°). This is not surprising since the coupling between the x components 

of the electric field and the current density is the same of that between the y 

components of the electric field and the current density in the symmetry plane. In 

the high permittivity case (er w 10.0), the two summations Si and S2 occuring in 

the expressions for the elements of the impedance are almost equal to each other 

in magnitude and hence they cancel each other. This can be seen from the ratio 

(e^+l) which is the only difference between the two summations. Therefore, only in 

this case, the expressions for the elements of the impedance can be written as 

2muj€2 
(k\ - k2

x)ln(l - e «") (6.45) 

27riu:e2 

a 
(&2 - ky)ln(l - e •") (6.46) 

7 7 ^ a 

*xy ~ *yx ~ 2iriu€2 
kxkyln( 1 — e a ) (6.47) 

Therefore, identifying kx with and ky with -3^ we obtain the following boundary 

conditions in the place of the mesh, with 
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Then, the boundary conditions in the plane of the mesh can be recast in the forms 

d2 d2 

Ex(x,y) = A{k\ + g^)Jx(x,y) + A-^^Jy(x,y) (6.49) 

d2 c?2 

Ey(x, y) = A-Q^Jx(x, y) + A(k \ + )Jy(x, y) (6.50) 

The above boundary conditions are sufficient to represent an electrically small 

wire mesh. Therefore, it appears that the leading terms in the expressions of the 

impedance boundary conditions are of second order derivatives of the discontinuity 

in the components of the magnetic field. Actually, the higher order derivatives can 

be neglected in the low frequency limit. 

Several extensions to this work would seem worthwile. The analysis can be 

extended to the case where the lower half-space is lossy, in which case the propa

gation constant becomes complex in general. A cascaded structure of many wire 

meshes embedded in different media can also be studied to examine its reflecting 

and transmiting properties. Also a thorough numerical search for all the modes 

could be made for the case where the wire mesh is embedded in layered media. 

Solutions of a source problem such as vertical dipole excitation would be useful 

in assessing the various surface wave poles and the continuous spectrum of modes 

as well as the branch cut contributions to the total field. Also, finding the effec

tive sheet impedance for the wire grid in the case where special impedances axe 

connected between the junctions is of some interest. 
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THE EIGENVALUES OF THE IMPEDANCE MATRIX 

In this section, the expressions for the eigenvalues of the impedance matrix 

given in equation (5.36) axe derived. These two impedances, denoted by Z\ and 

Z2 have the numerical solution as shown in the plots of Figs.(5-15) and (5-16). 

However, closed form expressions for these two impedances can be obtained for the 

electrically small square mesh. The impedance matrix had the form 

(t I:) <ai> 
Where the four elements of the above matrix have the forms 

a  ' « 2  i 2 > >  Z x x & —  ( k 2  -  k x ) l n ( l  -  e  a  )  ( A . 2 )  
Z7riu>€2 

a  ' i  2  1 2  >  *  '  -  =2*1 > 
Zyy K 2iriu>e2 ~~ ~ e  " ) (-^-3) 

—  d  —  2 t c  
Z x y  " Z y x  ~ ~ : kxkylviCl — 6 a ) (^4.4) 

Z7TIU) €2 

The eigenvalues of the above matrix can be written as 

r j  Z X  X  +  Z y y  +  y / ( Z x x  —  Z y y )2 + 4 Z x y Z y x  zi = - (>1.5) 

—  ^ x x  ^ y v  ~  ~  ̂ w ) 2  ^Z x y Z y x  ^  ̂  

Substituting the above expressions for Z x x ,  Z x y ,  Z y x  and Z y y  in equations (A.5) 

and (A.6) we obtain 

Zx = Ah\ (>1.7) 
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Z 2  =  A k 2
2 - A ( k 2

x  +  k 2
y )  ( A .  8) 

where 

(A9) 

The eigenvalue equation has the form 

(Z%Z i  * „ % ) ( £ )  =  ( o ) '  ' - 1 - 8  ^  

For i  = 1, the above equations yield 

— a k 2 J x  —  A k x k y J y  = 0 (-A-H) 

Identifying kx with =^- and ky with we obtain 

"as<e,' + £j'>-0 (a12) 

Which can be recast as 

V • Ji = Ci (>1.13) 

Where C\ is an arbitrary constant. For i = 2, the above equation yields 

A k 2 J x  —  A k x k y J y  = 0 (-A-14) 

With the same identifications for k x  and k y  as above, we have 

a^dyjx 
~ &cjy) = ° (a15) 

Which can be recast in the form 

z - V x J 2 = C 2  (A16) 
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Where C2 is some arbitrary constant. The charge continuity equation can be written 

as 

V • (J\ + J2) + ibjQs = 0 (A.17) 

Where gs is the surface charge density in the plane of the mesh. Setting C\ — C2 = 

0, and using the continuity equation we obtain 

V • Ji = 0 (A.18) 

V • J2 = —iujQg (A19) 

Prom the above equations, it is evident that the surface current density eigenvector 
—• 
J\ and its associated eigenvalue Z\ correspond to fields that are not dependent on 

the surface charge density gs. Such fields are the transverse electric fields TE with 

respect to the z—axix. Prom Faraday's Law we have 

z • V x E = —iu>nz • H (.A.20) 

Letting E = Z\J\ + Z2J2, then from (A. 16) we have 

z • V x Ji = -^z • H (A21) 

z • V x J2 = 0 (A.22) 

Once more, it is evident that the surface current density eigenvector J2 and its 

associated eigenvalue Z2 correspond to fields that are dependent on the surface 

charge density gs. Such fields are the transverse magnetic fields TM with respect 

to the z—axis. The two expressions of the eigenvalues Z\ and Z2 given in the above 

equations are independent of position as the numerical values have shown in Figs.(5-

15) and (5-16). This is a remarquable property of the electrically small isotropic 

square mesh. 
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